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■“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 1836. NO.. 38.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
THE MORE CONVENIENT SEASON.
Alone he wept. That very night 
The ambassador of God with earnest zeal 
Of eloquence, had warn’d him to repent;
And like the Roman at Drusilla’s side,
Hearing the truth, he trembled. Conscience wrought, 
let sin allured. The struggle shook him sore.
The dim lamp waned; the hour of midnight tolled ; 
Prayer sought for entrance, hut the heart had closed 
Its diamond valve. He threw him on his couch,
And hade the Spirit of his God depart.
But there was war within him, and he sigh’d,
“ Depart not utterly, thou blessed One !
Return, when youth is past, and make my soul 
Forever thine.”
With kindling brow lie trod 
The haunts of pleasure, while tire viol’s voice,
And beauty’s smile, his joyous pulses woke.
To love lie knelt, and on his brow she hung 
Her freshest myrtle wreath. For gold he sought,
And winged Wealth indulged him, till the world 
Pronounced him happy. Manhood’s vig’rous prime 
SweH’d to its climax, and his busy days 
And restless nights swept like a tide away.
Care struck deep root around him, and each shoot,
Still striking earthward, like the Indian tree,
Shut out with woven shades the eye of heaven,
When lo 1 a message from the crucified—
“ Look unto me and live.” Pausing, lie spake 
Of weariness and haste, and want of time,
And duty to his children, and besought 
A longer space to do the work of heaven.
God spake again, when age had shed its snows 
On his wan temples, and (he palsied band 
Shrank from gold gathering. But, the rigid chain 
Of habit hound him, and he still implor’d 
41 A more convenient season.”
“ See, my step
Is firm and free; my unqueneh’d eye delights 
To view this pleasant world ; and life with ma 
May last for many years. In the calm hour 
Of lingering sickness, I can better fit 
For vast Eternity.”
Disease approached,
And reason fled. The maniac strove with death, 
And,grappled like a fiend, with shrieks ind cries,
Till darkness smote the eye-balls, and thick ice 
Closed in around his heart-strings. The poor clay 
Lay vanquished and distorted. But the soul—
The soul, whose promised season never came,
To hearken to its Maker’s cali, had gone 
To weigh his sufferance with its own abuse,
And hide the audit. [Erot. Episcopalian.
THE OBSERVER.
From the Southern Churchman. 
THE EPISCOPAL RITUAL.
That there are features in the ritual of the 
American Episcopal Church,liable to objection 
and to criticism with those who reject nearly 
ali forms and prescripts of the kind, is very 
easy to suppose. That some criticisms may 
be pi lusibly sustained on the simple merits ol 
the subject, I do not deny. I have felt, and 
made them myself, and still feel their force.— 
Cut if I am satisfied with them, as a whole; it 
tny conscience and taste are not offended; if I 
can see reasons for believing that they are good 
and suitable for their purpose: that they com­
prehend a correct statement of the doctrines of 
Christianity; that they are so admirably con­
structed as to bring before the religious public 
of every congregation in the course of each 
year the substance of Bible history, precept, 
piety,doctrine and prophecy, together with pro­
fitable allusions to the most eminent saints of 
all ages, challenging a sympathy with all those 
who have feared God from the beginning of the 
world:—If I find Jesus Christ in his history, in 
his work, in his life and doctrine, in his death, 
and resurrection and in all his offices, promi­
nent and supreme, interwoven throughout and 
every where exhibited in the services of every 
day and of every occasion, in some forms and 
features of his adorable character and appro­
priate offices; these and such like reasons which 
might be greatly extended, even beyond these 
specifications, ought, as I think must be con­
ceded by all considerate minds, to command 
iny respect and high estimation of a work which 
has been the product of the combined wisdom, 
of the experience, and of the pietj' of so many 
ages of the church of God, from the Apostles 
downward, comprehending a period of fifteen 
centuries.
No matter what has been the history of this 
book. I had almost said, no matter where it 
came from; if I judge it by its merits, it is to 
say the least an admirable production. It is 
a production which commends itself to every 
Christian’s mind and feelings, the prejudices of 
his education out of the way. It is a produc­
tion which by becoming familiar with it disarms 
prejudice,enlightens the mind, and wins the af­
fections, if there be any thing of religion there.
It is a remarkable fact thatnoreligious and con­
scientious persons, however strong may have 
been their prejudices against the Episcopal 
forms of worship have attended long upon them 
without becoming pleased, attached and par­
tial to them: and few who have been brought up 
in that way—I have never known one—have 
forsaken it for other modes of worship, except 
as providentially they have been drawn off by 
strong family ties or other social connections, 
or have been placed entirely beyond the reach 
of opportunities to enjoy their preferences. It 
satisfies the Christian; and answers all his spirit­
ual purposes, in connection with the Bible, on 
which it is based, to which it constantly refers 
and nearly the whole of which it comprehends ’ 
by allusion, or actual use. It offends not the | 
taste of superior and the most cultivated minds, 
at the same time it is adapted to the compre­
hension of the lowest and most uncultivated.— 
Tt is for the rich and the poor. It is competent 
to enlighten all, to edify all, to guide all in the 
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proved 1 do not say. But the many ages and 
centuries which have been required for this pro­
duction may serve to show, first that it is wor­
thy of some respect on that account; and next, 
that if at this moment it weie wanting, it could 
not beeasily produced again. And all experience 
proves that attempts for improvement in such a 
ritual to be prudent and safe must be slow and 
well advised. Doubtless there will be improv- 
ments, I know not when, nor do I at present 
deem myself qualified to prescribe in what par­
ticular parts and forms improvement is most de­
sirable. On this point I have little, or no anx­
iety, being satisfied that it is the best Christian 
ritual in existence; that it is equal to present 
demands; and that the proper authorities, at a 
suitable time, will in their wisdom and best dis­
cretion do all of this kind that may be needed, 
and which future developments of Providence 
may suggest—Rev. C. Colton.
******
PASTORAL FIDELITY.
The following admirable letter from the late Dr. Bedell 
shews with what fidelity and tenderness he discharged the 
most delicate and trying duties that devolve upon the Chris­
tian pastor__ Southern Churchman.
“My Dear Friend,— Had I this morning re­
ceived the melancholy intelligence of the death 
of some near relative, it could not prove so op­
pressive to my feelings as something which I 
have this morningheard in relation to yourself, 
and something which [ can scarcely yet bring 
myself to believe. Can it be possible, that you 
suffer yourself to be enticed to the theatre— 
and is it possible that you have permitted a ball 
at your house; and on an evening too, when I 
had been accustomed to see you in the house of 
God?
I did not. believe these things, because you 
fully knew my views on all these matters, and 
as far as my recollection serves, always agreed 
with me, in their being utterly inconsistent with 
the true Christian profession. And I was still 
less inclined to believe these things, because it 
was only lately that you voluntarily mentioned 
your dislike even to the character that your 
musical parties had assumed. It is utterly im­
possible for me to tell you the sorrow which op­
presses my heart on the reception of this infor­
mation—sorrow on my own account, for I am 
selfish in my grief, because there is not an 
individual upon whom my confidence has been 
more fully placed. Sorrow on your account, 
for how can these things be, without an aban­
donment of Christ, and the prospect of eternai 
ruin as the consequence? Sorrow on account 
of religion, for oh ! how many will stumble and 
fall over this “stumbling block.” If I could 
deny the truth of the intormation, I would 
most willingly do it with tears, and even write 
it in my own blood. I know perfectly well that 
there may be such things as family obstacles, in 
the way of the pleasant discharge uf duty. But 
it is impossible that any thing should offer an 
excuse for the departure from the line of Chris­
tian duty.
He that loveth father or mother, wife or chil­
dren wore than Christ, cannot be his disciple ; 
and it is a Christian’s duty at all hazards to rule 
his household after the precepts of the Lord.
“Oh, let me beg of you, my dear friend, to 
retrace those wandering footsteps—to repent 
of this departure, and in the deepest humility, 
to seek the pardoning of the Lord, and grace to 
to be a decided Christian. If you are not will­
ing to be on the Lord’s side, I pray you, for 
your soul’s sake do not add to a worldly course 
the great condemnation of a Christian profes­
sion. Give up the one or the other. The most 
dangerous of all states is an attempt to unite 
the two . Oh, that I could hear you say, “I 
will arise and go to my Father.” For this, I 
will pray; for who in this world do I love better 
than my friend and my benefactor?
“I hope I have not hurt your feelings. As 
a minister of God under whose instrumentality 
you made a profession of religion, I have only 
discharged my duty, and discharged it faithful­
ly, because I am more attached to you than 
to any other. If you cannot purpose to adorn 
the doctrine of Christ by a consistent life, God 
give me grace to mourn as one who mourns for 
the dead.
“Your afHicted Friend,
“G. T. BEDELL.”
From the Boston Recorder. 
COVETOUS DISCIPLES.
Reader, do you remember what I recently 
said about disobliging disciples ? Well, here 
are some neighbors of theirs, and if you should 
say, as I proceed, that I have described the ve­
ry same persons, we shall have no quarrel about 
that. Two coats will often fit the same man.— 
In fact, I have seen a man with two coats on at 
the same time. A coat of unkindness and a 
coat of covetousness are often seen upon the 
same person at once. Indeed, the latter gar­
ment is seldom worn without the former.
But to the special case in hand. Do you see 
those drops of water oozing out of that crevice 
in that rock, and falling down at long intervals 
to the ground ? It drops, and it drops, and it 
drops, so reluctantly, and so slowly, it seems 
unwilling to drop at all. See, I believe it has 
stopped. No, it slowly drops again.
There is a picture for you of some of the 
disciples. With all the motives now pressing the 
Church, they must give. Not to give, would 
he such an outrage on Christian character, as 
could not be borne. A disciple, and not 
give! Why he might as well fly out of Zion 
on the wind’s wings, crying as he flew, “I have 
mistaken the kingdom to which I belong.”
“But that disciple does give something. I 
hope.” Yes, but it is pressed out of him. Did 
you ever see them make linseed oil. He gives: 
but his charity oozes, and oozes only. Just 
think of that. It ought to come gushing forth, 
as did the waters of the rock smitten by Moses. 
But it drops, and it drops. Now if it only drops 
fast enough, very well. Then it might be a 
stream or a shower. But it is not so. There is 
time enough between the drops for a man to
go to the south of France; time enough to de 
spair of ever seeing another drop. And when 
something falls, alas! it is only a drop !
More about that disciple. He is more fond 
of a contribution box, (alas ! the feebleness of 
that love) than a subscription paper. In the 
latter case, the fear of contempt for exposed 
covetousness will drag something decent from a 
reluctant pocket. But in the case of the con­
tribution box, you see, he can manage the 
thing grandly. He can drop in the nimble six­
pence in the place of the precious guinea, the 
half-penny in the place of the half-eagle, and 
in conscious security, can bid defiance to all ex­
posure. Now he has saved his character and 
his money too, save that pitiful toll which he 
paid as the box passed him. “Give me where 
to rest my lever,” said the Syracusian philoso­
pher, “and I will turn the world over.” Give 
me where to hide, is the practical language of 
some, and I will show you how little of the 
spirit of true benevolence I possess.
I would that some of the sixpences that cov­
etous disciples substitute for more appropriate 
donations, might enjov now and then the power 
of speech, and that from the contribution box 
such disclosures as these might be made. “I 
am a fugitive from Mr. A.’s pocket.” “I was 
squeezed through Mr. Ik’s fingers.” “I left the 
good society of dimes and dollars in Mr. C.’s 
purse.” “Miss D. parted with me with a sigh.” 
“Mrs.E. exiled me in place of one far worthier.” 
I think such sounds would awake emotions of 
shame where they ought to be awakened ; and 
rather than to have been so exposed, those re­
buked would gladly have emptied their pockets, 
dimes, dollars and all.
I do think it a shame for disciples to love mo­
ney so as to leave the print of their gripe upon 
every coin they touch. They ought to love 
money simply for the great and good ends 
which can be accomplished by it. They ought 
to be glad of the gain of a dollar because they 
thus have acquired so much more power of be­
ing useful.
Now, disciple, you Rad better not be covet­
ous any more. If your soul has been an ice­
berg hitherto, I think you had better see after 
its being melted forthwith. Sit down quickly 
and write four-fold, or forty-fold, if nothing 
else will satisfy you, on all your charities. The 
day of sixpenny donations is far spent. You 
Have sailed too long upon the narrow sea. Now 
strike boldly out. Think of your Master.— 
He was a donor even of his precious life. The 
nearer you come to his likeness, the better.— 
And if you should give often and give much, 
well. And if you should never hereafter scowl 
at a collector nor scorn a contribution box, that 
would be well too. And even if you should 
give your time and influence, and give even 
your whole substance, yea, and your body and 
your soul to your Saviour, to be wholly his and 
never more your own, why, that would produce 
such a bankruptcy as would make you rich for­
ever. And I think you had better try it.
Simon.
“THOLUCK A UNIVERSALIST.”
We intimated, some time since, that we 
hoped to furnish satisfactory evidence on this 
point. We have delayed, partly because sever­
al of the papers which had published the accu­
sation, have since published evidence on the 
other side; partly from unexpected delay in ob­
taining translations of documents known to ex­
ist; and partly, because we have reason to ex­
pect evidence on the subject, more convinc­
ing to the incredulously disposed than we then 
had in view. Meanwhile, we will submit, tor 
the consideration of those—if any such there 
be—who still call him a Universalist, the fol­
lowing passage from one of his sermons. It 
was first published in this country by the New 
York Observer. It shows that his “Universa- 
lism” is a very different tiling from that which 
prevails in this country.—Boston Rec.
TOO LATE.
“Sinner! so long as thou standest on this side 
the grave, it is never too late for thy repentance. 
Such is the holy comfort which streams from 
Christ’s words on the cross. It is too late! 
O word of horror, already fallen like God’s 
thunder on many a heart of man. See that fa­
ther, who rushes out of a house in flames; think ­
ing that all his beloved ones are around him.— 
He counts—one dear head is yet missing—he 
flies back—It is too latel is the moaning sound 
that strikes his ear; the walls fall in amidst a rush­
ing stream of flame, and he sinks lifeless to the 
earth.
But who is this that presses through the gloom 
of the night on a breathless steed? It is a prodi­
gal wanderer in the way of sin—he would fain 
hear from the lips of his dying father the words, 
“I forgive thee”—Look! he has reached the 
place—yet a moment, and he has reached the 
door—It is too latel shrieks the voice of his mo­
ther—those lips are dumb forever! and befalls 
swooning in her arms. Behold you that victim 
on the bloody scaffold—and that headsman who 
whets the murderous steel. The multitude 
stand hushed and shuddering. But lo! who is 
he that yonder comes in sight, on the distant 
eminence, making signs of joy? It is the King’s 
courier—he brings a pardon! He comes nearer 
and nearer—“Pardon, Pardon,” resounds, first 
softly, and then with increasing loudness among 
the crowd—It is too latel that guilty head has 
fallen.
Yea; how fearfully, since the earth has stood 
has rung upon many a human heart that pen­
etrating sound, It is too latel O who can depict 
to me the consternation that shall be, when, on 
the limit which divides time from eternity, the 
voice of the righteous judge shall utter, It is too 
latel Long have the wide gates of the king­
dom of heaven stood open; long have its mes­
sengers cried, one after another, “To-day, to­
day T if ye will hear his voice. O man ! man ! 
bow shall it be when these gates shall once be 
shut with dread clangour,—-fore-veri Therefore 
strive to enter in at the strait gait, for many I 
say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not 
be able, when once the Master of the house is
risen up, and has shut to the door, and ye be­
gin to stand without, and to knock at the door, 
saying, Lord, Lord, open unto us: and he shall 
answer and say unto you,I know you not whence 
ye are.”
From the Mother’s Magazine. 
AN EXAMPLE FOR MOTHERS IN ELEVAT­
ED LIFE.
The following incident, I dofiot'not, will be 
perused with interest and to a class of mothers, 
whose misjudged tenderness would prevent the 
exercise of even salutarydiscipline, it maycon- 
vey an important lesson. The incident occur­
red more than twenty years since; yet the cir­
cumstances are fresh in my recollection. A 
few facts will serve to show why the recollection 
of them should be thus vivid.
A short time previously to my leaving Col­
lege, I had received an invitation to become 
private tutor to the children of’ a gentleman of
rank and fortune, in the State of----------. This
proposal by the advice of friends, was accepted 
and, in a few weeks after bidding adieu to my 
Alina Mater, I left my parental roof to enter 
upon a new and untried station. It was empha­
tically new to me. Although conscious of pos­
sessing adequate literary knowledge for the 
sphere I was to occupy, my heart had many 
misgivings, during a journey of more than a 
hundred miles, lest I should fail togive satisfac­
tion to the gentleman and lady, whose children 
were to come under my care. I had no person­
al acquaintance with them, but their well known 
wealth and rank were somehow associated in 
my mind with overweening indulgence towards 
their children. Brought up, as I had been, in 
the country, and little conversant with the forms 
and fashions of the world, I had connected 
wealth with indulgence, and was prepared, 
therefore, to see tny ill-boding anticipations re­
alized. It was my determination, however, to 
put in practice what circumspection I was mas­
ter of, and if I failed, I would at least bear from 
the splendid mansion that best and greatest so­
lace of one’s life—a good conscience.
J he heart of a youth of diffidence will some­
times knock louder than the knocker with which 
he raps at a strange door. It was thus with 
myself, as I sought admittance at the stately 
mansion whither I was hound. A servant open­
ed the door: and on my inquiring after the gen­
tleman of the house, I was informed, that he 
had been absent some months, and the period 
of his return was still uncertain. My letter of
introduction, conveyed to Mrs. ---- ------, soon
brought me an invitation to come in. The man­
ner in which she noticed me was kind; but the 
strangeness of my situation, the damp cast 
upon my feelings by the absence of the gentle­
man—the conviction that I n«w bad to deal on­
ly with the mother, and that mother, perhaps, 
one of excessive tenderness, with a hundred 
other circumstances flitting across the mind, all 
contributed to distress and embarrass me.— 
During a brief conversation, it was settled, 
that I should enter upon my duties on the fol­
lowing day, at which time I was to be intro­
duced to my new charge.
At nine, the next morning, I entered, for the 
first time, the room appropriated to our litera­
ry labours. It was a spacious chamber between 
which and the library opposite, was a wide and 
extended hall. For several days, nothing wor­
thy of special notice occurred. Contrary to my 
anticipations, the children appeared docile, and 
becomingly attentive to their studies. As I saw 
little of the mother; ray boarding place being 
some distance from the house, I had no other 
means of judging of the character of her disci­
pline, than in the general good demeanor and 
respectful manner of my pupils. In these res­
pects, I had no fault to find; and, at length, was 
coming to the conclusion, that wealth and rank 
were not necessarily opposed to wholesome dis­
cipline.
About this time the incident occurred, to 
which I have alluded; and which, for a short 
time, broke up the pleasing anticipations I had 
formed, during the few days of my new em­
ployment.
One afternoon, having occasion to direct the 
eldest boy to do something, which need not 
here be named, he promptly refused: and when 
mildly informed that a compliance with so rea­
sonable a request, was of course expected, he 
exhibited an unanticipated and surprisiiig deter­
mination to resist, I soon found the spirit of dis­
satisfaction as strong in the other pupils as in 
him; and at length I was told in plain terms by 
one, that I was not employed to govern, but to 
teach. Sensible of the importance, in this ear­
ly stage of my tutorship, of so managing a case 
of difficulty, as on the one hand to secure the 
good feelings of my pupils, and on the other, to 
gain their respect and obedience; I rose from 
my seat, and pacing the room, took time to de­
liberate as to the couise I should pursue. Judge 
my surprise and even distress, as in one of the 
turns I made near the door, leading into the hall 
(which happened to be open,) to notice the mo­
ther of the children, seated on a sofa, with 
needlework in her hand. She was employed at 
the moment that my eye fell upon her, and im­
mediately I turned to the opposite side of the 
room. For a few moments my heart palpitat­
ed distressingly; true, I need not have been thus 
embarrassed, my cause was a good one, my re­
quisition a proper one; but a th en diffident na­
ture betrayed its weakness, and a natural fear 
of giving offence increased my distress. It was 
quite impossible, from a proximity, that she 
should not know precisely what had occurred, 
and she must now know every step, in the pro­
gress and management of this difficulty. My 
ignorance of her views of discipline,my previous 
opinion, (formed upon no proper basis indeed, 
but somehow an opinion, which was reality with 
me,) that notions of discipline among the weal­
thy and distinguished ranks of society were of 
course lax, presented a powerful temptation to 
pass lightly over the offence, and consi ei 
that which in reality was of serious, of small mo- 
But 1 had been so taught under a parental
roof; and besides, my conscience was faithfully 
discharging what I deemed my duty—judgment 
and reflection, at length, came to my aid, ana 
my resolution was formed; that I would pro­
ceed with mildness, but still with firmness; and 
though imagination still presented dismission, 
and, as I then thought, disgrace, as the almost 
certain result of perseverance it was my deter­
mination to do my duty and abide the conse­
quences.
I might, indeed, have at once refeired the 
case to the mother, who was at hand, and the 
reference would have disclosed her views, re­
garding the moral discipline of her children—a 
point which I was extremely anxious to know ; 
and yet there was too much depending; to haz­
ard such a reference—for what if she should 
decide against me? It was apparent upon a 
moment’s consideration, that it were far better 
to pi oceed with caution, and upon the presump­
tion, that she would sanction mild but efficient 
measures, in subduing a refractory and obsti­
nate child.
Accordingly, resuming my seat, I inquired of 
the offending boy, whether he would comply 
with my request. A sullen silence was the on­
ly response. Upon this, I bade him come to 
me; this he refused. I then advanced to him, 
and taking him by the arm, led him, with some 
force, to my chair, and proceeded to remon­
strate with him upon the impropriety of his con­
duct and to inquire of him, whether he thought 
his mother, were she present, would justify his 
conduct? and then assured him, that I should 
adopt and continue to pursue such a course of 
correction, as seemed wise, until he should 
submit, and would even employ, if necessary, 
the whole afternoon, to accomplish so important 
an object. 1 expected tin’s decision, communi­
cated in a firm and somewhat stern manner 
would have had the desired effect; but not the 
least indication of relenting could be discover­
ed. On the contrary, he manifested no uneasi­
ness, and made no effort to escape me. I now 
began with several expedients, by punishing 
him, which were varied, increasing and con­
tinued, for more than an hour, without, however 
the least apparent effect; and at length, in a 
state of feeling nearly bordering upon agony, I 
was about to relinquish farther effort, as useless.
More than once, it was my wonder, that the 
mother was so silent: but I was not siir6 that 
she had not retired. Leaving my chair, there-, 
fore, I again walked the room, and again ascer­
tained, that she was still occupying her seat.__
As I passed the door, she took no notice ofme 
— was still using her needle, apparently calm 
and composed as before but I had time to no­
tice one infallible indication, that all was not 
entire!} at rest within, a deep flush mantled her 
cheek. Still, therefore, I could gather nothing 
by which to form an opinion as to her views of 
the case. My imagination, indeed, suggested 
that-she was keeping vigil, that her boy should 
come to no serious harm, and was willing so 
long as he was exempted from that, thatthe ex­
periment should be carried through—the last 
gratification I should have under her roof.— 
Still reason and judgment gave in their verdict 
as to the justice and propriety of the course I 
was pursuing, and again I returned to punitive 
measures, convinced that I could not stay ano­
ther day, unless the obstinate little fellow could 
be made to yield. I continued, therefore, yet 
longer to devise and apply one corrective after 
another, until at length, satisfied as the houis of 
study were drawing to a close that the only al­
ternative presented was either to appeal to the 
mother or to apply the ferule to his hand. The 
former I had determined not to do, and much 
as I regetted this dernier resort I now proeed- 
ed to inform him, that unless in five minutes he 
obeyed, I should apply the ferule to his hand un­
til he did. This was a long time for him to de­
liberate and as anxious a five minutes to myself 
as I ever saw. At length the pointer approached 
to the deciding point; again, I admonished him; 
and now, every second that passed, I expected 
the interference of the mother, but not a whis­
per from this quarter either relieved, or increas­
ed my anxiety. At length, the probationa­
ry season was passed; upon which, taking the 
ferule I advanced towards him, and told him’ 
with some sternness; that he must submit, or 1 
should ferule him until he did. Up to this mo­
ment scarce ly a muscle of his face had moved. 
Faking his hand, which he yielded without much 
reluctance, I brought down the ferule upon it: 
a single blow only, and my object was accom­
plished. He uttered a loiiu exclamation, fol­
lowed by a promise, that he would immediate­
ly comply with my requisition, and he did com, 
ply with a promptness which indicated the com­
pleteness of his submission.
Having resumed his seat, I took occasion, in 
a few words, to convince him still more effect­
ually of the impropriety of his conduct, and to 
this added, for the benefit and warning of the 
whole group, a few words impressing upon them 
the necessity of implicit obedience, this was 
right; and upon no other terms would our con­
nexion as tutor and pupils be either profitable or 
happy.
Shortly after the termination of the forego­
ing disciplinary process, die mother I ascertain­
ed, left the hall. On my passing through the 
sitting room below, on my way to my lodgirfgg 
she was sitting on the sofa, with some friends, 
who had called to see her. She returned my 
usual bow, as I then thought, with some for­
mality; but as I was not certain, that the diff­
erence was not to be ascribed to the p.esence 
of company, and after all not certain, that there 
was any essential difference, I dismissed the 
circumstance, as far as practicable. My feel­
ings, however were not comfortable; for though 
one has a right to the enjoyment of some sat­
isfaction in view of a duty perfoimed, yet v. ho 
is ignorant, that it adds to that enjoyment to 
know that the persons connected with us are 
themselves satisfied?
The day following, I saw not the mother, un­
til, on retiring for the afternoon, 1 observed 
her in the sitting-room, and alone. Just as I 
was passing out, she addressed me and asked me
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to be seated; immediately upon which she ob­
served;—
“You had some difficulty yesterday with the 
children.”
My heart fluttered, but I replied, “I had, in­
deed; madam; but I hope------ > if I could —
She saw my embarrassment, and anticipating 
what I would have said, observed;
“If you continue to manage as discreetly as 
you did yesterday, you may rest assured of my 
confidence and approbation.
“The bow of promise amid the darkness of 
midnight could scarcely have been more unex­
pected; and, surely never was voice of kindness 
more welcome. I expressed my pleasure and 
gratitude and intimated what a relief it would 
have been during the trial, had I known her 
views.
It was well, she said, that I did not know, and 
even better; as I had an opportunity of devel­
oping more to her satisfaction, my skill at man­
aging a difficult case, than I should otherwise 
have had. She said, that for sometime, she 
was fearful, lest my courage would fail, and in 
that case she had determined to come to my 
support: but it gave her great pleasure to know 
that her interference was not necessary. These 
assurances were followed by an account of the 
different tempers and dispositions of her chil­
dren so minute and satisfactory, as to show that 
the fondness of the mother had not closed her 
eyes to the imperfections of her children. She 
concluded, by wishing me to persevere in the 
mild, but decisive discipline which 1 had adopt­
ed, and this, added to her own counsels, and 
with the blessing of God, would make her chil­
dren what she could wish. Thus strengthen­
ed and encouraged, I went on my way rejoicing 
and ere o'.uontii had elapsed my pupils were 
as obedient, and well-behaved, as I could wish. 
They were often my attendants during a de­
lightful- walk, playfully contending with each 
other for a skirt of my coat; and, in more in­
stances than one, the tailor’s needle and thread 
were necessary to save my lappets from being 
wholly detached. W------ .
Selected for the Gambier Observer, from the Episcopal 
Watchman of August 1, 1832.
*‘We have received a letter from a distant 
correspondent, in which he requests our opinion 
whether Episcopalians may lawfully consent to 
have their churches occasionally occupied by 
other denominations.”
It is not for us to laydown laws for the church, 
or to act as umpires in doubtful questions. We 
■would however, refer our correspondent to the 
S6th Ganon of the General Convention, which 
appears to contain an explicit answer to his in­
quiry. “No person shall be permitted to offi­
ciate in any congregation of this Church, with­
out first producing the evidences of his being 
a minister thereof, to the minister, or, in case 
of vacancy or absence, to the Church Wardens, 
vestrymen, or Trustees of the congregation."— 
And in the preface to the ordination service, 
it is declared that “no man shall be accounted 
-or taken to be a lawful Bishop, priest, or dea­
con, in this Church, or suffered to execute any 
of the said functions, except he be called, tri­
ed, examined and admitted thereunto, accord­
ing to the form hereafter following, or hath had 
Episcopal consecration or ordination,”
These provisions seem to settle the law of the 
Church in the question,so as to leave no ground 
for doubt or controversy.
We are fully convinced that the matter is set­
tled wisely.
To say nothing of the views of Episcopali­
ans concerning the divine institution of the 
Christian ministry, and of the sin of schism, we 
are persuaded that the regulation is eminently 
conducive to the union and harmony of the 
Church- We have seen something of the con­
tusion wrought in other communions, by throw­
ing open the doors of their houses of worship 
and yielding up their pulpits, to every bold in­
novator in religion, and to the advocates of the 
most various and contrary'doctrines. And we 
have often heard judicious men of' those com- 
reunions regret that they had not some compul­
sive law of their church, which should close 
their pulpits to all preachers, but those of their 
own faith. It will be perceived that this is a 
matter in which it is difficult to exercise a dis­
cretionary power. If a house of worship be 
opened to one preacher of a different denomi­
nation, it must be opened to all who apply, 
however heterodox they may be thought, or 
the denial becomes invidious and must be re- 
£2fded as an affront. We know that the con 
gregational churches in New England have pro 
fessed great liberality on this subject, and have 
.profered their pulpits for the propagation off 
all sorts of doctrines. It is a question for their 
consideration how far this license has contribut­
ed to the breaking up of their Societies, and 
to the multiplication off religious sects.
The true rule of conduct, in this matter, is to 
adhere to that general principle which applies 
in all cases off equity, “to do to others as we 
would have others do to us.” As Churchmen, 1 
trust we have no desire to intrude into the hous­
es of other denominations; and we have been 
wisely withheld by the canons of the church, 
from yielding to a false liberality, by opening 
our houses of worship to their ministrations.— 
We are the advocates off the most unrestricted 
toleration, and we would apply the spirit of the 
foregoing golden rule to every question of the 
kind which can occur. But we are no friends 
•off confusion, or of latitudmarianism; and wc 
consider the regulations off our Church, in re­
gard to our house of worship, as among the best 
preservatives off her peace and union, and as 
founded in the true spirit of Christian charity.
Fiom the Episcopal Recorder. 
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.
The following is the report of the address delivered by 
the Rev. Wra. Jackson, of New York, at the late meeting 
of thi* Society, with the exception of a few prefatory re 
marks. r
It was well said by a great statesman that 
England and America united, might defy 
twlLworld" 1 believe that to be the fact; be 
exists,nation3 ,n the world does there 
meats as affect‘onate individual attach-
inhabiunu of the t«-„ 
may be permitted to J£uatlOn t^lls *’°Pe J 
ter which I received from “n ®xtra?1 from a let 
scendant of British parents ,nerican> the de- 
to set out for thia country. ’ 1 Wa» about
rejoiced to hearthat you ar» about3?5’ •*^Ve are 
own England, glorious old EnRian°fJy°ur
® X love
her as the land of ray lathers, the land where 
true political and religious liberty were first 
known,—the land which has done more for the 
spread of the Gospel than all the world beside 
—the land where science and religion have flow­
ed as from their source, and illuminated and 
comforted many dark and remote corners off the 
earth,—the land off Wickliff, and Cranmer, and 
Ridley, Newton, Whitfield, and Wesley, Dod­
dridge, Scott, and a host off holy Bishops and 
pastors. I love old England, and wish that I 
could accompany you.” (Loud applause.)— 
This feeling I repeat is general throughout the 
states. I have already stated that many years 
have elapsed since toy quitting the shores of 
England to settle in America. After an ab­
sence off twenty years, it was natural that on my 
return to my native land I should be struck 
with the difference bet ween the state off things 
which 1 left and that which I perceived on com­
ing back, will be unnecessary for me to ad­
vert to thsPclianges which have taken place in 
oilier matters. 1 shall therefore confine my no­
tice to those which have occurred with respect 
to thisWciety. At that time the whole amount 
off your subscriptions from the commencement 
had not exceeded £4-00,000. They now have 
gone beyond £2,000,000. Up to that period 
the total number of copies offthe Bible and Tes 
tavnent circulated by your Society did not ex­
ceed two millions and a half, and unquestiona­
bly the distribution off that number at that pe­
riod was a surpassing effort. But it has been 
exceeded by what you have since done, as the 
amount of copies distributed up to this time has 
reached the incredible number off 10,000,000.— 
Up to that time the Bible had been translated 
into forty different languages, it may now be 
read in one hundred and sixty. (Applause.)— 
How or to what shall I compare this wondrous 
increase? I thought to compare it to the ma­
jestic splendour of the oak springing up from 
the humble acorn, and extending its branches 
far and wide, but 1 felt that that would be too 
weak a simile.— I then thought to compare it to 
one of our mighty rivers, which having its source 
in a humble stream increased as it rolled majest- 
tically along, but I found this also would be too 
faint a comparison. I can compare it then on 
ly to the great angel mentioned in the Reve­
lations with one foot upon the sea and the other 
on the land; with pity in its eye, charity in its 
heart, and conviction on its lips, (applause) ex­
tending its arms as though i t would encircle the 
whole human race, and offering life and light 
and happiness, to all the nations off the earth. 
(Loud applause.) This may convey some idea 
of the mother; now let me inquire how your 
American duaghter has prospered—she whom 
you some twenty years ago very properly por­
tioned off with a sum of £500. How did she 
apply that sum? Did she squander it? No.— 
Did she bury it in a napkin? No. Did she 
put it out to usury? No. She traded with it, 
and w>th what result? About this time that I 
speak her Committee is reporting that her an­
nual income exceeds one hundred thousand dol­
lars;—that she has already distributed 2,000;000 
of copies of the holy Scriptures. There has 
been no station in society from the mansion of 
the rich down to the most humbla cottage that 
she has not visited. (Hear; hear.J She has ex­
tended her labours to the most distant shores 
to which her commerce reaches—she meets the 
emigrants from your country on their arrival 
on her shores, and presents them with a Bible 
as the only true travellers' guide—she places 
an ornament of gold around the necks off chil­
dren by giving to them an early knowledge off 
the truth. (Applause.) Her labours extend 
from Labrador to the Main, and in that vast ex­
tent she is seen spreading bar branches, bring­
ing the faint and the weary off all classes under 
her shadow, and ministering to their wants with 
her fruit. (Hear.) Here then was one great 
effect off the bright example that had been set 
by the mother Institution. They had been told 
of the number off perishing souls. Was sufficient 
consideration given to that important subject? 
Let each individual ask himself this question— 
How much he would give to save a soul alive, 
and how many souls would he save? Let the 
reflections which these questions must natural­
ly suggest in every Christian mind be applied in 
support of this Institution. Let them recollect 
that when the word off God went forth, God 
himself had said that it should not come back to 
him void. With this blessed promise before 
them, why should not each one be active and 
stirring in sending forth that precious Word to 
all who lacked its refreshing influence? and 
when they had sent it forth, was it not reasona'- 
ble to believe that it would produce the prom­
ised effects? It was the good seed iff sown in 
the right soil and iff the devourer were not suf­
fered to eat it up. He must observe that iff 
men were slow in the promotion of this great 
work, it arosoffrom their not having a sufficient­
ly strong belief in the Word off God. It was 
that which made the world, and it could regen­
erate it;—it opened a passage in the sea to let 
Israel through—could it not open its way to the 
obdurate heart off man? It drew waters from 
the rock—could it not draw- living waters from 
the fountain off life? It raised the dead to life 
—could it not raise sinners?—could it not re­
store fallen man who was dead in sin—who was 
buried in ignorance and idolatry? These were 
the objects for which Christ came: these would 
satisfy him for the sufferings which he under­
went for fallen human nature—for his fasting 
and his temptation—his labours and travails-
his pains and torments—his cross and passion__
his agony and bloody sweat—his death and bu­
rial. (Applause.) Let them, then, go on in 
this glorious work, in which they were co-op­
erating with God himself; and looking, as the 
men of old did, from the top off mount Pisgah, 
they might with the eye of faith and hope per­
ceive through what was once, though now so 
no longer, a very distant vista of time, the now 
scattered tribes of Israel winding their way to 
their promised land—that time when every city 
would bea Jerusalem, every village a Bethle­
hem, every cottage an altar, every heart a sa­
crifice, each man with the censor of the gospel 
in his hand offering up theincense of praise and 
glory to God for ever and ever. (Hear, hear.) 
He would conclude by giving an assurrance to 
that assembly on the part of the American Bi­
ble Society that they would go on cheerfully 
co-operating with their English brethren until 
the period when every king should become a de­
fender of the faith, and every republic a section 
of the kingdom off our Lord Jesus Christ. (Ap­
plause.)
The resolution was then put and carried.
Lord Bexley in acknowledging the vote of 
thanks, said that he could not but feel grateful 
to the audience for that expression off their sat­
isfaction. The Rev. gentleman who had moved 
the resolution had fully expressed his sentiments, 
and the sentiments, he was sure ot all his col- 
leagues, when he had said that they would be 
most willing to give all the glory and honour to an 
Him to whom alone it was due. He felt it to 
be his duty to express to the last speaker (Mr. 
Jackson) his deep sense of the value and impor­
tance of the co-operation of the American Bi­
ble Society. (Hear.) Next to Great Britain, 
America had stood forward in the cause of the 
Bible and religion; and in her increasing wealth 
and piety he saw that they had a most power­
ful coadjutor in the great cause in which they 
were now engaged. (Cheers.) He assured 
the audience; in his own name and in the name 
of his respected colleagues, that next to the 
consciousness of having, though imperfectly; 
yet not altogether unsuccessfully, laboured in 
that glorious cause, the thanks which had been 
kindly tendered to them would not fail to give 
them consolation and encouragement. (Cheers.)
SSSBSSSSSSSSSSSSSS^^^ss, hin»ted I philosophers and statesmen and poets of the
nestly that the punishment off death e*_ world. A few hundred dollars expended by a
n ' church in this way will be the means of blessing 
to the church in all coming time. It can hard
from'our laws.' It I may be allowed to e* 
press my own opinion, I must confess that 
not entirely agree in this respect with my 
friends- 1 would certainly if possible, abolish 
this cruel punishment : but it seems to me that 
the time to do this is not yet arrived in France. 
However this may he, Mr. de Lamartine, who is 
an avowed advocate of the abolition of punish 
ment by death, made an admirable report on this 
subject, some extracts from which you will, I 
think, read with interest.
By maintaining the right of punishment by 
death, he says, we confound revenge with jus­
tice, and sanction the brutal lex tallionis which 
punishes evil by evil, washes out blood with 
blood, throws one dead body upon another dead 
body and says to man : Look I I know not how 
to punish crime but by committing it! And yet, 
such a law was just,—I correct myself—seemed 
just while the conscience of mankind knew no 
other. This law was just, but was it moral ? 
No, gentlemen, it was a carnal law, a law 
prompted by feebleness, by despair. It made 
the community the avenger of an individual, 
the murderer of a murderer. The community 
has a higher duty to perform: it should restrain 
men from crime, not by setting the example of 
murder, should cause the moral law to be re­
spected and to triumph, not, by itsell violating 
the law of nature ; should
work of God and proclai
j beeonceived what a comfort and refreshment 
it is to a minister’s mind to find a library at 
his hand. There is hardly any way in which 
each society in the land could now spend a few 
hundred dollars more profitably for the cause 
of Christ than in establishing such a library.
If a society is poor let it set apart a small sura 
each year for the purchase oftheseliterary tools 
for their pastor and they will scon see, in the 
strength and finish of his sermons; that the ex­
penditure is not in vain. When the minister 
dies, or leaves, the library falls into the hands 
ofhis successors, and thus is its influence per­
petuated to the society. There are many con­
veniences a society had better forego; than this. 
For with an able minister the church will go on 
and prosper; but without a pastor well furnish­
ed for his work, all other means are compara­
tively useless. There are a few churches which 
have already adopted this plan, and it is very 
desirable that it should be nearly universal.—- 
There are but few congregations who have not 
the intelligence to see the expediency of such 
an arrangement and the liberality requisite to 
carry it into execution. Let a brief statement 
be read from the pulpit by the pastor, and a 
should seek to restore the 1 subscription paper■circulated through the par- 
every where the ' 15,1 anc^ a substantial foundation for such a li- 
grand, social and divine principle, the eternal ' hrary would at once be formed. A small sum 
precept of the inviolability of human life.’’ } then each year, would add the \aluable yearly 
* * * * “No doubt, gentlemen, there must i productions.
be a sanction to the law; but there are two
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
FULFILMENT OF PROPHECY.
Mr. Editor,—Having thought that the following pas 
sage in a recent English work, “A six months tour in 
Greece and the Levant,” hy the Rev. Mr. Burgess, would 
prove interesting to your readers, I have copied it lor your 
paper. A Layman
“But whilst a spiric of inquiry and athirst for 
instruction is growing up among the Greeks 
and the Turkish youth, there are other circum­
stances, trifling perhaps in themselves, but 
which conspire to bring about the same end,viz 
some great moral change in the people of the 
east. There is a prophecy well known among the 
Turks and confided in by many, that they were 
not to hold Constantinople but for 400 years.— 
Such was the prediction of Constantine, before 
he closed his eyes in death! It cannot be ex­
pected that we should give credence to a popu­
lar prediction of this nature; but such things, 
when believed by a semi barbarous people, may 
at a critical juncture turn the scale anddecide 
the destiny of a nation. We must look upon our 
own prophecies, however, with greater venera­
tion, and it is a remarkable coincidence, to say 
the least, that we should possess more than one 
prediction which seems to decide the fate off 
Turkey about the same period. You are, no 
doubt, aware that the four angels which ‘were 
loosed from the great liver Euphrates, have 
Been very ger.ev-«iiy interpreted to represent 
the rushing forth offthe Turks into Europe, and 
the description of the cavalry, and the colours 
and the power of their tails has accurately ap­
plied to the Mahometan armies. Now they 
were prepared for “an hour, and a day, and a 
month, and a year,”* which, according to the 
well known language off prophecy, designates 
a period uf’391 years, 2 weeks. And how near­
ly this coincides with the supposed prediction 
of Constantine as the Turks have it and believe 
it! But this is not all; the Turks entered Con­
stantinople on the 29th of May, 1453: if to this 
he added the above period of 391 years and 
the fraction it will reach the year 1844 of the 
Christians. And this same year will be the 1260 
of the Turks; now the 1260 years for the dura­
tion ot a certain infidel power is frequently 
mentioned in the prophecies, and it is the coin­
cidence of all these things which is so remark­
able. If we call in the aid of politicians and 
diplomatists, who never believe any prophecies, 
they could hardly, I conceive, from the present 
state of things allow the period pointed out 
to elapse before the great change must take 
place. 1 say nothing more of all these prophe­
cies and signs of the times in the east, than 
that they have struck ine as very remarkable in 
their coincidence.”—Vol. 2.pp. 234, 235.
kinds of sanction: a physical sanction and a 
moral sanction, v hich must both concur to sat­
isfy the community. According as a communi­
ty is more or less advanced in civilization the 
sanction of its laws partakes more of one of 
these two kinds of penalty,— that is to say, it 
is more physical or more moral, more punitive 
or more corrective, and the pain inflicted is more 
bodily or more mental. Thus the primitive 
law punished by death ; but Christian and civil­
ized laws suppress the sword or make it gleam 
but rarely in the eyes off the people, till at 
length imprisonment is substituted for capital 
punish ment.”
* * * “But fears are excited at the prospect j but by me.” 
of an increase of crimes by any mitigation of | a"d is still, 
punishment. Yet the torture and some other
punishments have been abolished, and the re­
cords of crime remain nearly the same. The 
state of society has more influence to increase 
or diminish crimes, than the character of the 
laws. Tuscany lias abolished 'punishment by 
death, and there crimes against individuals are 
next to nothing. At Naples and at Rome, the 
introduction of’ French penalties has reduced 
assassinations to thirty for a hundred. In Rus­
sia where, during, the last thirty years, there 
have been but four capital executions, crimes 
against life diminish every year. In France we e compassionate. His
have inflicted the punishment of death for infan- j honor will notallow him to befriend the sin- 
ticide, yet it has not diminished. Records show 5 ner> without receiving satisfaction for his offen-
that crimes diminish in any place in proportion 
to the education and comfortable living of the 
inhabitants, and that moral punishments abate 
the ferocity of crime.
* * * “It is said danger and expense at­
tend a change from one system to another, 
which the community should not incur. But 
the change proposed is a temporary imprison­
ment of the condemned in our houses of deten­
tion, until there are erected a number of peni­
tentiaries in France, or our remote colonies.
Revelation ix. 15.
An expense of some millions is to be borne for dant a lustre, that they eclipse all other sys-
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OK CHRISTIAN 
MORALS IN PARIS.
The Society of Christian Morals held its an­
nual meeting the 18th April. This Society, as 
I believe I have before told you, embraces men 
of all religious opinions, even disciples of St. 
Simonism, who still hold some of the notions of 
that sect .of pantheists. It is easy to see that 
this heterogenious mixture of opposite creeds, 
must oppose obstacles to the labors of the So­
ciety. The idea of separating morals from doc­
trine, and of propagating one without the other, 
seems to be false in theory as well as impracti­
cable. To do the works of a Christian, we 
tfiust love Christ; to love Christ, we must be­
lieve in him. Faith is the first link in that chain 
which binds man to the Saviour, and the Savi­
our to the man; if this first link is broken, all 
the rest falls of its own weight. You will not 
then be surprised, Mr. Editor, to learn that the 
Society of Christian Morals,.is in a languishing 
condition in spite of the honest efforts and emi­
nent talents ot some of its members. Christi­
ans feel no hearty affection for an institution 
which has no doctrinal principles, which makes 
an arbitrary distinction between doctrines and 
morals, between faith and works. As to men 
of the world, they will not bestow serious and 
constant attention upon what promotes neither 
their interest nor their pleasures, yet upon such 
irresolute philanthropists the Society has had 
chiefly to lean : men who wish to do good, but 
know not exactly which way to take, who are 
satisfied often with fine speeches that impart a 
spurious heat, instead of the flame of Christian 
charity.
But a special circumstance gathered, this 
year, a very numerous auditory at the general 
meeting of this society. A committee was to 
report on the question of the abolition of the 
punishment of death and our celebrated poet, 
Mr. de Lamartine was the chairman of the com­
mittee. The great room of the Hotel de Viile 
was chosen for the meeting, and it could hardly 
hold the crowd which pressed to hear Mr. 
de Lamartine. Sixty two essays on the punish­
ment of death had been sent to the society, 
some from Germany, Italy and Switzerland, as 
wefl as France. The number of capital exe­
cutions recently occurring in Faris, had turned 
the public attention to the subject of the pun­
ishment ot death, and numerous petitions had 
been presented praying for its abolition. I 
know not, Mr. Editor, what is the opinion of 
tie majority of American Christians on this im­
portant question, but in France most of the 
rien< s ot the gospel demand loudly and ear-
a few years,—an expense which would not be 
felt, an expense which, I venture to say, would 
be covered in a few days by voluntary subscrip­
tion: a glorious subscription—a subscription to 
preserve life. The executioner would be the 
only loser ; but he would recover his claim to 
be a man! As to the danger from the increase 
of crimes, I do not believe it. It will he the 
first time that ever generosity instigated re­
venge. But suppose that there should be a 
momentary disquiet in the country, ought not 
this risk to be run! Shall the community and 
the criminal forever wait to see which ot the 
two shall first cease to be ferocious ? Must not 
one or the other begin? Can it be hoped that
the criminal will give the first example of virtue might be just, and the justifier of him that 
and mildness? Must not the community begin? helieveth in Jesus.” He has set him forth as 
Is it not belying Providence to fear ruin from ; brazen serpent was exhibted by Moses, that 
the practice of virtue?” '  ~: L-1 -u i -- -
I have extended these extracts, because our 
great and generous writer has full conviction in 
the noble cause fie pleads. But it is hardly 
probable that the punishment of death will be
readily abolished in France. The political plots ! I1)e name of His Son Jesus Christ” 
attempted within a few years seem to demand great commandment of the Gospel, which in- 
this terrible punishment. The Chamber of deed includes every other. Certainly we should 
Deputies, immediately after the revolution of1 not account that man our friend, or wish him to 
1830, adopted with enthusiasm the proposition i fie familiar with us, who, in spite of ail institut- 
to abolish the punishment of death, and even , cd decorum, and our repeated entreaties, at- 
made an address on the subject to the King 1 tempted to scale our wall and climb in at the 
Louis Philip. But since that time, many per- i window, rather than enter in by the door. And
sons have changed their opinion; the conspira- ) what is your conduct but a neglect of Christ__
cies, mobs, and attempts to murder the king and i “the door,” bv which all who are received into 
his family make men think that society is not the Father’s House, as llis children, must en- 
yet sufficiently advanced in France to risk the j ter in; while you, like a thief and a robber, 
abolition of capital punishment. It is, however climb up the other way ?—How can you hope 
desirable that the infliction of the punishment'^or the friendship of God, upon principles so 
of death should become more and more rare, opposite to his revealed will ? “He that bclie- 
and this has been the case for six years. A , veth on the Son hath everlasting life ; and he 
fact very honorable to Louis Philip, is that this ' that helieveth not the Son shall not sec life, but 
prince does not allow any capital execution in the wiath of God abideth on him.”—.Sherman's 
the whole extent of his kingdom, before he has j Guide to acquaintance tnith God.
himself examined every part of the trial; and I ----------------------------
whenever lie finds mitigating circumstances he 
exercises his right to change the punishment 
of death to that of hard labor. This is true 
benevolence in a king: which does not consist 
in giving alms, for these alms cost him no pri­
vation; but in devoting a part ofhis time to the 
investigation of criminal affairs, in order to spare, 
if possible, the blood of murderers__ Ar YnrJ-
Observer.
A VALUABLE HINT.
Let a ministers library be established in eve­
ry society, to be the property of the church 
but for the exclusive use of the minister, to de­
scend from him to his successors. This library 
should be composed of books, not for popular 
reading, but to aid the minister in his studies 
Such books are expensive. The theological 
student has access to them in the seminary, but 
cannot afford to purchase them for himself __ 
The studious minister needs the works of learn 
ed commentators, Greek and Hebrew Lexicons
Dictionaries of the Bible, the
systems of divinity, the works “nheXdffig
The writer of this, during many years, expe­
rienced the advantages of such a library, and 
knowing how great these advantages are, he 
earnestly hopes the plan may he generally 
adopted.—Religious M a go zine.
From the Christian Watchman. 
THE WAY OF ACCESS.
If, therefore, we are seeking an acquaianfance 
with God, this trutfi must be acted upon, that 
Jesus Christ is God’s established medium of 
communication with us. No audience of the 
Majesty of Heaven can fie obtained, but 
through him—“I am the way, and the truth, 
and the life : no man cometh unto the father 
And the reason is this: sin was, 
i fearful obstacle to acquaintance 
with God. This broke the original friendship, 
and placed man at enmity with his Maker; and 
therefore he says to you this day, “The fault is 
not in me; I never send you away from my 
presence with a ‘get thee hence,’ but ‘your ini­
quities have separated between you and your 
Cod, and your sins have hid His face from you.” 
Now, till sin is renounced, and reconciliation 
effected, no friendship can exisr.— And this 
must be done on the most honorable terms.— 
The claims of Justice must not he sacrificed at 
the shrine of Mercy. God must he just while 
merciful, equitable vvlii'
ces.
f here is therefore no way of commencing 
this acquaintance, but by the Cross of Christ.-— 
Vows, and penances, and promises of amend­
ment, are not sufficient. Satisfaction to Di­
vine justice, and cordiality to the sinner, meet 
in the Cross. They blend their rays as the col­
ors of the rainbow, and form a halo of glorv 
round that celestial spot. The Cross is the cen­
tre of all God’s purposes of mercy to fallen 
1 man, around which they shine with so rcsplcn-
terns intended to lighten man into the secret 
place of the Almighty. If you therefore tin- 
cerely desire to he a friend of God, and to live 
habitually in His favor, Christ's atonement must 
be the basis upon-which your hopes are raised. 
He causes all His love to settle on his Son, and 
yours must fix on Him also. He is well pleased 
with the work of his Son, and you must be sat­
isfied in it too. He has depended on the pledge 
of his son, and he will have you depend on it 
also ; for “Him hath he set forth for a propitia­
tion, through faith in his blood, to declare His 
righteousness for the remission of sins that are 
past, through the forbearance of God, to de­
clare, 1 say, at this time, His righteousness, that
you mi_ 
Him live 
He
ht behold his virtues, and looking on 
Disdain not this method of love.— 
cannot allow the most splendid sacrifices 
to compensate lor faith in His Son. “This is 
His commandment, that we should believe on 
the first and
From the London Record.
THE EMPEROR CHA RL EMAGNE’S BIBLE. 
Last week there was offered for sale at Evan’s
Pali Mail, the Emperor Charlemagne’s Bible, 
“unquestionably the most, ancient manuscript 
now in existence of the Latin version of tbs 
Holy Scriptures by St. Jerome.” It was writ­
ten for the Emperor Charlemagne by Alcuine, 
one of the most distinguished of the Anglo- 
Saxon scholars, a native of York, the favorite 
disciple of Bede, and a name distinguished in 
Anglo-Saxon History; he first advised Bede, to 
write the Ecclesiastical History of England, and 
was greatly instrumental in furnishing materials 
for that early and authentic record of our anti­
quities. I he fame of his great learning at­
tracted the attention of Charlemagne, who be­
stowed Oil him various eccIesiasticaL prefer­
ments. In 778, at the solicitation of Charle­
magne, Alcuine engaged in a revision of St.
Jerome’s Latin version of the Holy Scriptures, 
that he might free it from the numerous errors 
committed by unskilful copyists. Havinc fin­ished it in 800, being too far advanced it?age>
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he sent this fruit of his labors by his friend and 
disC’.ple 'Nathaniel, to Ronu-, who presented it 
to Charlemagne on the first day of the year 
801, during the ceremony of his coronation.— 
Charlemagne made honorable mention of it in 
his will, dated 811. Jt is written upon vellum, 
m double columns, in remarkably clear and 
distinct characters, in Latin. It consists of 
419 leaves. Prefixed is a richly ornamented 
frontispiece in gold and colors; it is also en­
riched with four large paintings. It is wonder­
fully splendid, and very curious, valuable and 
rare. Five sides of the Catalogue are occupi­
ed with describing it, and its history, and the 
authorities as to its genuineness. Lothaire I., 
the grandson of Charlemagne, after having lost 
the throne of Fiance, entered the monastery of 
Prum, in Lorraine, as a monk. There he de­
posited the Bible of Charlemagne. In 1576 
the convent was dissolved, and the Benedictine 
monks preserved the Bible with religious vener­
ation, and carried it with them to Grandivallis, 
near Basle. It remained there till the occupa­
tion the episcopal territory of Basle by the 
French, in 1793, when all the property of the 
abbey was sequestrated. In that year it 
became the property of Mr. Bennot, Vice Pres- 
dent of the tribunal of Delemont, from whom, 
in 1822, it was purchased by Mr. Spery-Passa- 
naut, who forwarded it to the present sale. It 
excited a great deal of interest, and after a long 
contest it was knocked down at fifteen hundred 
pounds.'—Landmark.
RENUNCIATION OF POPERY.
We submit to our readers the following very 
extraordinary and interesting account on the 
most respectable authority. Not one hundred 
miles from Cork, a Roman Catholic clergyman 
named Matthews, Jias been for a considerable 
period engaged in preaching doctrines at direct
variance with the essential tenets of Popery__
He is remarkable for more than a common mea­
sure of intelligence and education, combined 
with a degree of refinement unusual amongst 
the ecclesiastics of his profession. At the close 
of several months he delivered a discourse on 
the text “Search the Scriptures,” so awakening, 
so contrary to the whole genius of Popery, as 
to bring down on him the rebuke of his bishop.
The Ilev. Mr. O'Keefe was dispatched with a 
commission to make personal inquiry into the
views and transgressions of Mr. Matthews_ ! A better condition however of that sect, will soon pre-
After an interview of two hours with this delin- 1 provisiun enacted by their “ Ge-
quent against the laws and customs of Popery,
Mr. O’Keefe returned to the bishop with a re-
quest, that if any further communications 
to be made to Mr. Matthews, he might not be 
charged with them, as he had come to the con- 
elusion font Mr. Matthews had acted iij accor­
dance with the doctrines and commands of 
Scripture, The astonishment of the bishop at 
this annunciation may be more easily under­
stood than described ; and that astonishment, 
w.e dare say, has not been diminished by the 
fact that Mr. O’Keefe is following in the foot­
steps ol Mr. Matthews, and is preaching what 
we have been taught, to believe is no other than 
the pure scriptural doctrine ol salvation.—Dub' 
I in Record.
SENSIBILITY.
The possession of this quality of heart expo­
ses the individual to severe and repeated trials 
of self indicted misery. Sensibility, when un­
der the discipline ot a sound judgment, emi­
nently conduces to usefulness and happiness.— 
But unschooled by a severe restraining force 
within, it often wrings the cords of the soul 
with torture inexpressible! “A wounded spir­
it who can bear! ’ A bosom agitated and torn 
by its own tumults, is like the sea lashed by the 
sweeping storm. It has no power to still the 
tempest, but is tossed in restless disquiet by its 
own unrestrained feelings. i
Young persons are too apt to think that sen- j 
sibility of heart is in itself a meritorious trait of! 
moral character, t his 1 consider serious mis- I
conception. In itself it is possessed of neither j hundred thousand, we find 
a virtuous nor reprehensible quality. It may be 
made either a source of rich intellectual and 
moral worth, or the faithful organ of depraved 
affections.
At best, it is a perilous gift, and should not 
be too inordinately nourished. It must he gui­
ded, controlled, and well-enlightened before it 
can be made prolific of happiness to its posses­
sor, and of beneficent results to society.
Novel reading, dramatic entertainments, po­
etic delineations of life, soft music, and the ab­
sence of some usefui occupation, are the most ! 
provocative of its undue development. I am J 
no gloomy despiser of the pleasing fancies of i nation, 
the poet, or of the transporting charms of mu- ! 
sic’s subduing tones; but although not despis­
ing these means of gratification, I would re­
strict their influence within cautious and moder­
ate limits. I have felt the need of strong re­
straint in resisting the tempting delights held 
out by a novel of a concert, and therefore can 
sympathize with those whose youthful hearts 
ure carried away by such powerful attractions.
Life, at last, is a sober reality; and the young 
lady, or young gentleman, who meets the re­
quisitions of duty with a sensibility, trembling­
ly alive to every impulse, and which shrinks 
from the performance of the practical details 
of every-day life—may imagine indeed, for it 
is only an imagination, that other people are 
very selfish and perverse, and are plotting 
against the happiness of the refined and the gift­
ed.
Ill regulated sensibility is the most selfish, 
exacting, aggressive quality which can attach 
to any young person’s character. It is replete 
with affectation, vanity, and pride—and often 
leads to misanthropy. .... '
A well schooled sensibility, guided by a so­
ber view of life, and of its duties, and moulded 
by the hand of authentic Christianity, diffuses 
a beautiful charm over social intercourse, and 
hursts into sweet accord the otherwise discor­
dant elements of human nature. It is the living 
bnring of Generous emulation in the bosom of 
the voungT—the actuating force of progressive 
•improvement, in the middle aged, and thecheer- 
ful friend of the aged,—leading them back to 
the freshness of early life, by making them par­
ticipate in the innocent hilarity of the young.
.Cttt. Mirror.
The Christian’s life is in Christ, on Christ, 
Christ, to Christ, for Christ, and with Christ-— 
Philip Henry.
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Diockse of Kentucky—The Convention of this Dio 
cese assembled in Louisville on the 9th ult. and adjourned 
on the 18th. There were nine of the clergy and as many 
ot the laity in attendance. The Church Advocate con­
tains no more of the proceedings than the following list of 
officers:—
Standing Committee—Rev. A. Cleaver, Rev. G. P. Gid- 
dinge, Rev. D. H. Deacon, Dr. Hopson and Dr. Pinck­
ard.
Treasurer of the Diocese.—Dr. J. E. Cooke.
Trustee of the General Theological Seminary.—Garnett 
Duncan, E-.q.
We understand from private sources that matters of deep 
interest to the Diocese and the Church at large occupied 
the Convention during its protracted session. We wait the 
appearance of the Journal to give our readers the details
so far as we shall find them conducive to our great object_
that God’s way of peace and holiness may be known upon 
earth,—His saving health among all nations.
Baptism—A few weeks since notice was taken in this 
paper of the state of things as they once—we are happy to 
be able to use this word—though recently, existed in the 
Methodist Church in reference to the baptism of its mem­
bers. For the reasons which seemed to justify that notice, 
and in further evidence of its necessity, we give below a 
specimen of the former practice of that church, not here 
indeed, in the wild, unenlightened west, hut in the fairest 
portion of the east. It is obligingly furnished us by a cor­
respondent, who gives the names of persons and places— 
which we have taken the liberty to omit.
—.--------------, New-Jersey, Jane 17, 1836.
Sir—An article in your paper of the 8th instant, headed 
“Order in the Methodist Ministry,” forcibly brought to 
my recollection a most singular state of affairs, which hap­
pened, or rather which existed, in the Methodist Church 
at this pla. e in 1833, under the ministry of the Rev.____
Mr. —------ was in many respects superior to most of his
brethren in the Methodist connexion. In the course of 
his ministry he found it necessary to examine into the si­
tuation of his people in respect to baptism__ when to the
utter astonishment of himself even !—-and what must it 
have been to others,—out of about three hundred members, 
—actual communicants,—there were something like one hun­
dred of them who had never received the sacred rite of 
baptism! ! It is an unquestionable fact—I had it from his 
own lips. . Now you may think this a most extraordinary
state of things in a Christian church, in the year 1833,_
or rather in the present century,—yet I have reason to 
know, that it is not by any means a rare, or unusual case.
neral Conference.*
Respectfully,
Persia.—The following letter will he read with interest 
in view of the encouragement it affords to the recent un­
dertaking of our own Church. The Nestorians have al­
ways been an interesting portion of the Christian Church, 
and though greatly degenerated from the simplicity and 
purity of the primitive faith, they have ever kept them­
selves free from many of the errors and superstitions of the 
Greek and Latin Churches.
To the Mills Society of Inquiry of Williams College.
Tabrekz, Nov. 4th, 1835.
Dear Christian Brethren—Yours of April 11th, through 
your Committee, Mr. Crawford, came to hand a few days 
ago. It rejoices my heart, exceedingly, to hear such cheer­
ing intelligence of the religious state of youi College, and 
especially, of the deep tone of missionary operation, which 
swells the bosoms of so many of your number, May the 
spirit of Mills continue to hover over your hallowed tower 
of Zion, and his mantle fall upon successive scores of its 
members,till the flame of American missions,there first kin­
dled, shall pour millennia! glory upon every corner of this 
dark world.
I am tenderly affected, dear brethren as I read your let­
ter, to learn your deep and prayerful interest in our mis­
sion. Nothing, be assured,so consoles and cheers the mis­
sionary, in this dark and distant land, as the assurance, that 
lie and his object are remembered in the prayers of Chris­
tians at home.
It gives me great pleasure to reply to your inquiries; 
though extreme pressure of duties compels me to limit my­
self to a short letter.
Adjerbigan, the fine region, in which Oormiali, the seat 
of our mission is situated, is the best cultivated and the 
most densely populated province in Persia. The inhabi­
tants are, by nature, a noble race of men. They have fine 
forms and features; and are very bright, inquisitive intel­
lects. Among the Nestorians, who, in this Province and 
on the neighboring mountains, are estimated at about one 
our missionary field fuily ripe
and rich in the promises of a glorious harvest. Ecclesias­
tics and people welcome us, with one voice, to our work. 
Unlike all other oriental Christians, the Nestorians make 
the Rible their only rule of faith, and professedly, of prac­
tice. This presents to us a glorious field of common ground, 
and opens a broad door of access to all classes. They are 
exceedingly desirous to have schools established and the 
scriptures extensively circulated among them ; and I now 
sec nothing to forbid the hope of preaching the gospel to 
thousands, as soon as I shall become familiar with their lan­
guage. We hope and trust, also, that a new era is dawn­
ing upon the Mohammedans of Persia, under the auspices 
of the young king. He seems sincerely studious to ad­
vance the welfare of his people, and decidedly favors Eu­
ropean innovations. A knowledge ol the Gospel, I hope, 
will not be among the last blessings ta reach him and' his
You inquire respecting the languages to he studied. A 
dialect of the Turkish language, which is the commm me­
dium of communication for all classes, in this part of Per­
sia, is the first, wtiich a missionary to this country should 
learn. This is only a spoken language. It. is remarkably 
simple in its forms, and easy of acquisition. This lan­
guage fairly introduces one to both Nestorians and Mo­
hammedans, for all the purposes of common intercourse 
and oral instruction. But, to become an acceptable and 
profitable missionary, one must also early learn the lan­
guage which the people regard as peculiarly their own.— 
The Nestorians speak a modern dialect of tile Syriac. This 
is also unwritten; but it differs not very widely fiom the 
ancient Syriac, which is their book language. The latter, 
I find deeply interesting and very easy of acquisition ; the 
former I have just begun to learn. The ancient Syriac 
much resembles the Hebrew. A missionary to the Mo­
hammedans of this country will of course, learn Persian 
which is also a charming language. I hope, that the ex­
tended enumeration I have made will not intimidate you. 
The difficulties, on this subject, which you learn to appre­
hend, while toiling over dead languages, in America, will 
most of them vanish, when you find yourselves on mission- 
ry ground, amid the hum of vernacular usage.
The field seems opening, in these countries, for multi­
tudes of laborers. Among the Nestorians, several men arc 
immediately wanted. I regard these nominal Christians, 
as, by far, the most eligible class, for years to come, toward 
whom to direct our attention. To them we have free and 
ready access; and, under the blessing of God, I trust they 
are soon to arise and put on their beautiful garments, and 
shed over Asia a radiance of pure Christian example, be­
fore which the abominations of Mohammedanism and Pa­
ganism must fall. They will go foith, too, by hosts, and 
plant and build up churches, in the spirit of apostolic mis­
sionaries, through the whole length and breadth of this 
continent, and thus usher in the millennial morning.— 
But these glorioiii results are to be accomplished only by 
the Spirit of God, giving efficacy to our feeble, unworthy 
instrumentality. Continue, therefore, dear brethren; to 
pray for us, and exhort others to do the same. God alone, 
we deeply feel, can give “the increase.”
We have hitherto lingered at this distance, one hundred 
and twenty miles, from Oormiah, until a companion should 
join us. Dr. Grant has just arrived, and we hope now to 
find a home, without delay, among the Nestorians. This 
is the safer residence on account of its having long been the 
seat of European embassies.
Your affectionate Brother in the 
bonds of the gospel,
Jprrus Perkin?.
MARRIED,
In this village on Monday morning last, by Rev. Mr. 
Muenscher, Mr. Peter Dunn to Miss Sarah Austin.
Board of Education and Missions.
The quarterly meeting of the Education and Missionary 
Committee of the Diocese of Ohio will ne hidden at Gam­
bier on Monday the 11th inst. at 3o’clock, P. M.
JOSEPH MUENSCHER,
July 6 Secy of the Committee.
List of Letters 
Remaining in the Post-office at Gambier Quarter ending 
June 30th 1836.
David Arninstrout, John Banington, C. P. Bucking­
ham, John Caldwell, Hiram Colver, Luke Dorland, Wells 
Dickson, Robert W. Douglass, Benjamin Ellis, William 
Forester, Charles Foot, Henry Farmer, John Harrison, 
David Hanna, David W. Hanna, John Harding, John 
Marshall, Hannah McFarland, John Marlow, Samuel G. 
I’eppard, Fanny Randall, Nicholas Spindler, Thomas C 
Thorton 2, R. J. Turnbull, John Whitmore, C. B. 
Wolverton, Mansfield French, Col. II. II. Young, Sabin 
Hough, William T. Giles.
M. T. C. WING, P. M.
GamWer, July Is/, 1836.—3t.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Ordination—At a special ordination held in the Monu­
mental Church in this city, (Richmond,) on the 23d inst. 
by the Bishop of Virginia, the Rev. Martin P. Parks, 
lately Professor of Mathematics in Randolph Macon Col­
lege, and a Clergyman of the Methodist Episcopal con
nection, was admitted to the order of Deacons._ Southern
Churchman.
Meeting of the Bishops—It has been generally known 
to the Church that a meeting of the Bishops was to beheld 
io Philadelphia on the 21st instant. Five of the Bishops 
were present, and the meeting was dissolved without the 
transaction of any business.—Episcopal Rec.
Rev. Cyrus II. Jacobs has resigned the General Agency 
of Bristol College, and accepted an invitation to Norborne 
parish, Martinsburg, Berkley county, Virginia__ lb-
Bishop Elect of Michigan. — One more diocese only 
remains to be heard from : after which it is understood that 
the consecration of the Bishop elect will take place without 
delay. — Churchman.
Board of Missions—The Board of Missions met at 
Trinity Church on Wednesday evening, 22d inst., Right 
Rev. Bishop Brownell presided, and Rev. Mr. Van Pelt 
acted as Secretary, assisted by the Rev. R, A. Henderson. 
Bishops H. U. Onderdonk, B. T. Onderdonk, and Doane 
were present. The Rev. Dr. Milnor tendered his resig­
nation of the office of Foreign Secretary and Agent. The 
chief part of the evening was occupied with the reading of 
the report of the Domestic Secretary. On Thursday 
morning, at ten o’clock, the Board again met pursuant to 
adjournment, when the report of the Foreign Secretary 
was read. Both reports tvere of great interest, and though 
long, were listened to with marked attention. An adjust 
mt’nt !,as been made with promptitude in regard to the 
“ Spirit of Missions,” i„ sucV, „ way as not to Jlsturb but 
to increase the harmony of the Board.:—Churchman.
Cheering Intelligence.—At the meeting of the Board 
of Missions, on Thursday morning, Bishop B. T. Onder­
donk mentioned informally, and for the gratification of the 
members, that a gentleman of this city had given fifteen 
thousand dollars for purposes of Domestic Missions; ten 
thousand to he appropriated to South-western Missions, 
and five thousand to the Diocese ofNew-York__ Church­
man.
Methodist Mission to Oregon.—On Thuesday' even­
ing, was held in this city the anniversary of the Female and 
Juvenile societies, auxiliary to the Missionary Society of 
the Methodist Epis. Church. There were present sever­
al members of the mission family, about to embark for the 
Oregon Territory, and who are to sail in a few days from 
Boston via the Sandwich Islands. This family will con­
sist of sixteen persons—those present last evening were Dr. 
White and lady, of Havana, Tompkins county, Miss. Ma­
ria Pittman, of this city, Miss. Elvira Johnson, of Read- 
field, Maine, and Mr, A. Beers, of Western, Conn. Dr. 
White goes out as physician to the mission family,the young 
ladies as teachers, and Mr. Beers as a mechanic. The 
family will be joined by Mr. WiLon, of New Bedford, a 
mechanic and teacher—and by Miss Susan Downing, from 
Lynn, Mass., as a teacher. — Com. Adv.
Missionary Intelligence__ Intelligence within a few
days has been received at the Baptist Missionary Rooms, 
from Siam, dated Jan. 4; missionaries all well. Still later 
intelligence has been received from this station, at the 
Rooms of the American Board, bringing the same favora­
ble intelligence as to the health of the missionaries. Intel­
ligence has also been received from Africa. We make the 
following extract from a note appended to a letter on st me 
business transactions, dated Edina, April 4, and addressed 
to the Treasurer of the Board by Rev. Mr. Crocker.— 
“We are now very busy in seeing to theerectoin of a Bap­
tist Meeting-house at Bassa Cove. In a few minutes we 
intend to take the canoe and paddle over to Bassa to attend 
the monthly concert. Our health is at pressent pretty 
good__ C/i. Watchman.
Communicants Guide—Wears much pleased (o notice 
a second edition of the Communicant’s Guide, by the Rev. 
Dr. Henshaw, of Baltimore. It is a book which cannot 
be too widely circulated. We doubt not that extensive ben­
efit will accrue to the Church from its faithful inculcation 
of right principles and true devotion.
This work is published by Armstrong and Berry, Balti­
more, who have also published a valuable explanation of 
the catechism, for the use of children, comprising a cate­
chism on confirmation and Church government, and a lit­
urgy for Sunday schools,—Epis, Rec,
CALCUTTA BIBLE SOCIETY.
We have before us the twenty-third aad twenty-fourth 
annual reports of the Calcutta Bible Society, from which 
it appears that the circulation of the Scriptures within the 
sphere of the Society’s operation, is becoming every year 
more and more extensive. The twenty-third report says,
“ The total issues from the depository during the year 
have been 17,113 copies of the word of truth, either in 
whole or in part; a number, it will he seen by comparison, 
almost double that of the preceding year. These hooks 
have been circulated in Calcutta and at the different sta­
tions in connection with tin’s presidency. A devout mind 
cannot surely reflect upon so wide a dispersion of “the 
word” whereby men may be saved, without emotions of 
gratitude to God, and ol lively hope, that in some places 
at least, it may be made the power of God and the wisdom 
of God to the salvation of precious and immortal souls.”..
The following are extracts from reports of minor asso­
ciations and individuals made to the Society:—
“The Calcutta Bible Association held its eleventh an­
niversary on the evening of the 18th of January last. It 
has distributed a larger number of copies of Bibles and 
portions thereof during the last year than in the preceding 
one. It has had cause of much thankfulness, especially 
in the supplies furnished to native schools and intelligent 
native inquirers. In referring to this the report observes,
‘ It is a pleasing fact that the Bible, which had heretofore 
been universally rejected, and even approached with fear, 
is now not only generally used in schools as a class book, 
hut received with avidity by a number of young persons, 
who being conversant in the English language, and having 
had their attention drawn to the Christian religion, are 
studying the Scriptures and inquiring into their truth.’
“ The report states that the Committee have been active 
in visiting the poor inhabitants of the town of Calcutta at 
their own houses; that they have ascertained that hut few 
individuals of the Christian population are without the 
Scriptures; that amongst those who have been supplied 
with them many are members of the Church of Rome.— 
The Association has collected during the year 2039r. 5 3, 
and lias-paid to the treasurer of the auxiliary society I835r. 
The number of Bibles, Testaments, ar.d detached portions 
of the Scriptures issued by the Association during the year 
is 1443, being 442 copies more than were issued during the 
preceding year.”
The Rev. Mr. Wietbreeht, of Burdwan, thus writes of 
the distribution of Bibles and Testaments: —
“ The liberal supplies of English and Bengalee Bibles, 
New Testaments, and single gospels which were granted us 
by the Society during the last year, call forth our grateful 
j acknowledgments. Many of the gospels, distributed at 
fail's and Hindoo festivals, have found their way to the
most distant parts of this populous district; and we mav 
confidently Hope that this grand instrument of enlightening 
and converting sinners will find its wav to the heart of the 
benighted IImdoo, even where the voice of the missionary 
has never been heard. The-Gospels, the Acts of the Apos­
tles, and some of St. Paul’s Epistles are read at present by 
about three hundred and fifty children in our Bengalee 
schools. Thus the seed of life is sown in many a tender 
heart. Parents learn the truths of the Gospel from their 
children, as I have witnessed in many instances, and the 
effect is evident; for in places where our schools arc es­
tablished, the mind of the hearer is better prepared to un­
derstand and think of the word we are preaching than any 
where else. It is an encouraging fact likewise, that seve­
ral of our English scholars came and begged for English 
Bibles and Testaments with an intention to read them at 
home in their leisure hours and before their friends. One 
of these lads came the other day, aijd told us that his rela­
tions had turned him out of the house, ‘ because,’ said he, 
‘I read the Bible, and believe that the Christian religion is 
true! Another encouraging fact is that the word of God 
has found its way into the palace of the Rajah of Burdwan, 
and four Bengalee Bibles I presented to the chief members 
of that wealthy family, were gladly accepted. Each of 
them promised to read the books, and I promised them, on 
my part, to explain what they could not understand.
“Of the supplies we received last year, were distributed 
10 Bengalee Bibles, 400 gospels of St. Matthew, 8 En­
glish Bibles, and 17 English New Testaments, with 150 
copies of the Bengalee gospels of St. Luke and John.”
At Meerut the Rev. Mr. Whiting observes,—
“ One Bible, with marginal references, I have given in 
the name of the Society to the soldiers who meet daily at a 
small chapel devoted to the purpose of religious exercises, 
and now we are without another copy. We have still a 
large supply of Bibles without marginal references.
“Marginal reference Bibles pre always in demand; 
should you be able to send us twenty or thirty copies they 
will he very acceptable.
“I should also be thankful for as many single gospels 
and other parts of the Old and New Testaments as you can 
afford me, for my own distribution among the natives, in 
the Persian and Ded Nagree characters.
“ I read the last report to the soldiers at the chapel, who 
were much interested with its contents, and I feel sure will 
be willing, whenever an appeal is made to them, to come 
forward with their mites.”
Another writes,—
“I am induced, for the following reasons, to request that 
you will favor me with a supply of a few copies of the four 
gospels in the Oordoo dialect. In the first place, an inter­
esting event occurred in the chapel of this garrison on the 
21st instant, viz. the baptism of a convert from Mohamed- 
anism, about twenty-nine years of age. The recipient 
seemed to he fully aware of the nature and requisitions of 
the holy sacrament, and to be fully impressed with the im­
portant consideration that the privileges and obligations of 
Christianity are correlative.”
Another missionary, to whom 4000 copies of books had 
been sent for distribution, hut who complained of the in­
sufficiency of tne supply, writes,—.
“At Cutchwa arid Ghazeepore we met with instances of 
the great care and attention paid to the portions of the di­
vine word which the parties had received from us in the for­
mer year. At Cutchwa a man quoted (in the course of 
conversation) most freely from our Lord’s discourses con­
tained in the gospels with great admiration, which induced 
others to write to possess the same hooks. A person from 
Ghazeepore, a respectable Brahmin, in easy circumstances 
and in a trusty situation, now received the only copy of the 
complete Testament we possessed in Hinduwee, and re­
gretted much that a missionary or reader was not perma­
nently fixed at the station, and begged we should renew our 
visits. Some persons who had received tracts last year 
now came to the annual fair to obtain larger books and 
more information. It is at these annual visits that we have 
an opportunity to observe the effects our former visits and 
distribution of the Scriptures have upon the mass of the 
people, and I must confess with gratitude to the Lord, that 
this last was certainly by far the most encouraging season 
we have ever yet had, since there was less opposition and 
controversy, and a greater desire to possess our hooks, with 
apparent sincerity to benefit by them.”
Among other communications frun Patna, Dr. Clark 
observes,—
^“No formal account has been kept by me of the copies 
or the Scriptures put into circulation. It is my practice 
to exercise caution in their distribution. Many of the 
Persian Penta.euchs and Testaments were sent to the om- 
lahs of the several courts at Patna, and not a few on appli­
cation from natives of respectability connected with the 
commissioners office.
“ 1 he Moolwees who engaged in controversy xvith Mr. 
Wolff, were provided with the sacred volume, and the 
Scriptures entire or in part have been given away whenever 
suitable opportunities occurred. At the great concourse at 
Hajeepoor a considerable number were put in circulation 
by Mr. Wilkinson and others, and a sufficient number to 
meet demands, which it may be expected will from time to 
time he made, remain on hand. It is sufficiently encou­
raging that the Bible is read by many, who not long since 
considered it beneath their notice, and although the 
task may he undertaken with the vain idea of being able 
to refute its claims to inspiration, majy it not he hoped that 
some of those ‘who came to scoff’, will, through Almighty 
grace, remain to pray.’ ”
The twenty-fourth report (for 1835) gives the following 
Notices of Translations-.—“ In this department the press 
has not been quite so active as usual. Archdeacon Robin- ' 
son’s Persian translation lias still been considerably retard- i 
ed for want of paper. The books of the prophets, from 
the Lamentations to the hook of Micah inclusive, have 
been completed. The remaining books, from Nahum to 
Malachi, are now passing through the press. Manuscripts 
of the first and second hooks of Samuel, and the first and 
second books of Kings, have been received.
Of Mr. Rowley’s Hinduwee translation there have been 
printed at the Church Mission Press the book of Job, the 
hooks of the prophets, from Jeremiah to Malachi, and the 
Acts of the Apostles. The book of Genesis of the same 
work is passing through the press. Tile Psalter, it will be 
remembered, according to a notification in the last report, 
is being printed at the press of Bishop’s College.
“ The Committee have for some time been anxious to 
obtain as correct a version as possible of the New Testa­
ment in the Bengali language. They hope the object will 
ere long he attained. The Baptist missionaries at Seram- 
pore and those of Calcutta with a liberality that does them 
honor, have permitted the Committee to consider them­
selves at liberty to use the version of the Scriptures pub­
lished at their respective presses, with such alterations as 
the Committee may deem needful in the disputed word for 
baptism. It must be added, that consistent with their 
views, the Baptist missionaries are to he considered in no 
way parties to such alterations, nor is the version after such 
alterations to be regarded in any measure as their version. 
As both these versions are excellent in their kind, the one 
being considered comparatively, more close to the original 
—the other more elegant and idiomatic, hut in consequence, 
losing something of the closeness of a translation, a sub­
committee has been appointed to consider which for the 
present it may be desirable to take, (as there is an urgent 
necessity for an immediate edition, there being no Testa­
ments in the depository,) until the Committee have an op­
portunity to uoitej if possible, the excellence of both.
“ It may be added, that in consequence of a communica­
tion from England on this subject, this version w’iil bo pub­
lished at the expense of the parent society.”
Other statements are made of a still more gratifying and 
important character, which we shall insert in our next.— 
Both reports afford conclusive proofs that the evangeliza­
tion of the Heathen, through the instrumentality of the 
Church and institutions of Britain, is prosecuted with equal 
zeal and judgment, and blessed with great success.-— Church­
man.
British and Foreign Temperance Society.—The Ge­
neral Meeting of this Society was held on the 17th of May, 
the Bishop of Chester in the chair. He stated to the 
meeting, on taking the chair, that from his own official situ­
ation he had had opportunities of knowing that the success 
which had attended the operations of the Society, was of a 
most cheering description. In large manufacturing towns, 
instead of places of worship deserted, and the haunts of 
dissipation and vice crowded, those haunts were neglected, 
and the places of worship had become too small, thus prov­
ing the truth of what some had dared to affirm, that those 
hahitati ons of vice and dissipation were a great cause of 
separating men from their God, and if those harriers could 
hut be broken down, it would greatly assist in turning a 
moral into a spiritual change. And not only had that spi­
ritual change been effected, to a far greater degree than 
could 'have been hoped, but habits of morality, of decency, 
of frugality, of industry, had been induced. If it was not 
true I,hat temperance was religion, it certainly was true ia
inThrfXwi:^Seo:?the.t^
“ Ma.ny excellent and
HOtw nations, as well as many p
nence, had inscribed their names in the books of the Socie­
ty, and had become successful advocates of its claims__
Nearly all the parochial clergy of the city of London had 
espoused the cause; and many Dissenting Meeting-houses 
had been opened to its advocates. The Society of Friends 
had passed resolutions in favor of temperance at their last 
yearly meeting- Some cases were mentioned of spirit-deal­
ers having abandoned the trade, from a conviction of its 
pernicious results. Many families had begun to act sys­
tematically on its principles. The agtnts of other religious 
and benevolent societies had lent their aid, and had distri­
buted with much success the tracts of the Society. The 
Committee having determined to obtain the opinion of the 
medical profession respecting the results of the use of ar­
dent spirits, had succeeded in obtaining the signatures of 
700 medical gentlemen in London, including those of the 
most eminent practitioners in the hospitals. 'The follow­
ing was the “ Declaration” to which those gentlemen had 
affixed their names:—“ We, the undersigned, declare our 
conviction that distilled spirit is not only unnecessary, but 
injurious to persons in health : that it contains no nutritive 
quality; that its daily use is a strong temptation to drunk­
enness, occasioning many severe diseases, and rendering 
others difficult to cure, leading to poverty, misery and 
death, and that its entire disuse, except for purposes strictly 
medicinal, would powerfully contribute to the health, mo­
rality, and comfort of the community.” 108 new societies 
had been formed the past year, and 200,000 persons had 
evinced their attachment to temperance principles. Some 
juvenile associations had been formed under proper super­
intendence. One gentleman in Cornwall was stated to 
have distributed 60,000 tracts, and to have obtained 7,573 
members; he had employed 53 agents, and his labors bad 
extended over 75 parishes. A lady in London also had 
succeeded in obtaining 155 members. The reports fronti 
Scotland and Ireland had been highly important and en­
couraging; The principles of temperance had been suc­
cessfully advocated in New South Wales, Southern Africa, 
and New Zealand, amongst the Moravian missionaries, in 
the East Indies, on the Continent, France, Prussia, Swe­
den, and in the empire of the Czar. 680,050 tracts had 
been distributed, making from the commencement of the 
Society, 3,865,750, including the circulation of monthly 
publications to the extent of 403,120.”—Landtnark.
SUMMARY.
American Surgery in China--- The last New-York Ob­
server contains a letter from Rev. and Dr. Peter Parker, 
American Missionary to China, giving an account of a 
successful operation performed by him at the Opt'nalmic 
Institution. The operation was the excision of a tumor. 
The patient was a girl, thirteen years old, sadly disfigured 
by the tumor, which protruded from ont* side of the bead/ 
beginning a little above the right eye, and enlarging to 
about one-fourth the size of the whole head, extended in 
front of the ear to a line with the mouth. The Canton 
Register says :—“ This, so far as we know, is the first ope­
ration of the kind ever performed in Canton, by a foreign 
practitioner upon a native; and though we cannot thus 
early predict the ultimate result, yet from reasonable sup­
positions may we not infer that this striking specimen of 
“ barbarian” skill, augmented as it is by almost daily ex­
hibitions of medical cliarity and relief, will tend in no small 
degree to meliorate the prejudices, and remove the barriers 
which now exist to (lie free intercourse of nation? with 
China ?”—Landmark.
The following article from the Scottish Guardian con­
tains some curious information, and seems to refute some 
assertions which have been made respecting the author­
ship ot “Saturday Evening,” “Natural History of En­
thusiasm,'’ &e. These works have been confidently at­
tributed to the Rev. Mr. Taylor of Ongar, a dissenting 
minister, but it now appears that the author is a layman, 
—Rost. Recorder,
Professor of Logic in the University of Edinburgh.—At a 
late meeting of the Town council, which has the patron­
age ot the University, Mr. Laing said he had to intro­
duce to the notice of the council a new candidate for the 
vacant chair of Logic, namely, the author of the ‘'Natu­
ral History of Enthusiasm,” a gentleman of the most 
brilliant talents, and whose writings have excited the most 
profound interest. Though unaware of the name of that 
gentleman, he (Mr. L.) had, as an individual member of 
council, communicated with him through the medium of 
his publisher, Mr. Pickering of London, and had obtained: 
an answer from Mr. P. in which he quotes the following 
words from that author.—“I must saj’, that although very 
fond of a secluded studious life, I am not disposed to put 
an absolute negative upon Mr. Laing’s suggestion; but yet, 
and you will readily understand my motives, I should wish 
before surrendering my name, to have the means of form­
ing some opinion as to the probability of sucees, should I 
stand as a candidate for the vacant chair. With this view,
I ought to know distinctly what qualifications are looked 
for, and will be demanded lay the patrons; what special con­
dition may attach to the appointment; and, then, in what 
way the mention of the author of ‘Enthusiasm,’ as a can­
didate for the Professorship, may be received by the patrons: 
or whether there are other candidates whose merits may bo 
such as to bar my pretensions. Those who wish to see 
me propos ed as a candidate ought to know that the author' 
of ‘Enthusiasm’ is not a native of Scotland—is a layman 
—is not possessed of university honours, and that, although 
in some measure accustomed to public speaking, bis habit* 
have not been those of a teacher, except within the limited 
sphere of his own family.”
Centennial Celebration__ The two hundredth anniversary
of the establishment of Harvard College is to be celebrated 
in Cambridge, on the 8th day of September next, when 
President Quincy will pronounce a discourse, in commem­
oration of the event.—Landmark.
Geology of Ohio.—To the polite attention of the author 
we are indebted for a neat pamplliet of 12 pages, entitled 
“Remarks on the Geological Eeatures of Ohio, and some of 
the Desiderata which might be supplied by a Geological Survey 
of the State: by John L. Riddell, Adjunct Professor of 
Chimistry, Sfc., in Cincinnati College.” We shall take an 
early opportunity to lay this interesting production at 
length before our readers.— Ohio State Journal.
From Maryland in Liberia—Dr. James Hall. Governor 
of Maryland in Liberia, arrived in this city on Friday 
evening last. The intelligence that he brings of the con­
dition of affairs at Cape Palmas, is highly gratifying; and 
fully corroborate the statements that have heretofore been 
received of the prosperity of this important and interesting 
settlement. The natives hold the most friendly reL-tions 
with the Colonists, and the latter are contented, industrious 
and happy’. A head man of the Cape Palmas tribe—the 
second “war-man” of King Freeman—accompanies Dr. 
Hall, with a view of seeing for himself the country and so­
ciety which is so interested in Africa.—Bcdtimore American.
Sixty Miles an Hour !—A London paper notices a lecture 
by Dr. Lardner, President of the Southwark Literary So- 
ciety, in which he slated that he had lately travelled at the 
rate of 60 miles an hour, actually performing fifteen miles in- 
fifteen minutes'. He could set no limits to the velocity to ba 
attained by these locomotives, for it only required a suffi­
cient power of steam to be applied, and the machinery j* 
competent to accomplish 70 or 80 miles an hour. Tbc 
learned Professor thought it not improbable, that when 
the Birmingham Railroad is completed, that the passen­
ger cars will traverse the whole distance, one hundred and 
twenty miles, in what is called the first class train, in one 
hour and a half, or even in one hour and twenty minutes-, and 
in the second class train at the very slow rate of forty five 
miles an hour.—Americati Citizen.
Delaware Senator.— The Legislature of Delaware has 
made choice of Richard H. Bayard, to be a Senator in 
Congress, in place of Mr. Naudain, resigned. 1'be vote* 
were for Mr. Bayard, who is a whig, 17, for James Booth 
6, and there were three scattering and one blank. Lan 
mark.
Mr. Gilpin, an Engineer of Philadelphia, has submit- 
ted to the city council a plan for the construction o
nel under the Schuylkill rivtr, opposite tot ie y-
estimates the cost of the tunnel at $176,.Xlu.
Expedition to
now at Staten Is an , • ( artCrcd for the purpose
the brig Lunar, New York.-ZmidmaX
by the Colonization Society in xx 
* , ♦»,«. citv of Lousville, Ky. that placeBv a late census or toe . e •*.11*.qq ,o) inhabitants—increase within th* lastnow contains 
year 4*,000-
It is said that a new counterfeit gold coin has just been is- 
ued at Baltimore, which is such a close imitation of the 
half eagle as to be extremely hard to detect.
The cholera is spreading at Trieste in Austria; between 
30 and 40 new cases occur daily, the mortality is considera­
ble-
The bill to abolish private lotteries in France passed in 
the chamber of deputies by a vole of 28 to 21. This was 
thought a foretoken of the fate that awaited the gambling 
houses.
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POETRY
We take this from our Scrap Book. Where we o 
eel it first, or who wrote it, we cannot tell. nwn
difference where it came from, it ia able to stan J 
merit.—■ Cin. Jour.
Oh ! I ha’e seen great ones, and been in great:1m s,
’Mang lairds an’ ’mang ladies a cover wi ra s,
At feasts made for princes, wi’ Prl"ces 1 v® ^een’ , 
Where the great shine o’ pleasure has dazzled my e en.
But a sight sae delightful, I trow 1 ne er spied,
As the bonnic blithe blink o my am fire side.
Ance mair_ God be thank’d—by my ain ban’some ingle,
Wi’ the friends of my youth I cordially mingle.
Nae form to compel me to seem wae or glad,
I may laugh when I’m merry, an’ sigh whenjl’m sad.
Nae falsehood to dread, an’ nae malice to fear;
But truth to delight me, an* friendship to cheer.
Of a’ roads to happiness iver were tried,
There’s nane half sae sure as ane’s ain fire-side.
When I drew in my chair by my zocie hearth-stane,
My heart loup’d sae light 1 scarce kent for my ain.
Care’s flown on the winds, it is clean out of sight.
Fast sorrows! they seem but a dream o’ the night.
I hear but ken’t voices, ken’t faces 1 see,
An’ mark fond affection glint saft frae ilk ee’
Nae fleechin’s o’ flatt'ry—nae boastin' o' pride—
At? heart speaks to heart at ane’s ain fire-side.
from WADswokru.
Not seldom clad in radiant vest,
Deceitfully goes forth the morn.
Not seldom evening in the West,
Sinks smilingly forsworn.
The smoothest seas will sometimes prove, 
To the confiding bark untrue ;
And if she trust the stars above,
They can be treacherous too.
The umbrageous oak, in pomp outspiead 
Full oft when storms the welkin rend,
Draws lightning down upon the head,
It promised to defend.
But Thou art true, Incarnate Lord ! 
Who didst vouchsafe for man to die;
Thy smile is sure, thy plighted word,
No change can falsify.
I bent before thy gracious throne,
And asked for peace with suppliant knee;
And peace was given—nor peace alone, 
But faith, and hope, and ecstasy.
JUVENILE.
THE MASK AND THE TRUTH.
James was a brave boy, who possessed that
true courage which enabled him to bear the 
sneers and ridicule of his companions rather 
than do wrong. He was affectionate and oblig­
ing so that he was beloved by his fellows, and 
always had their good-will, except when his re­
gard for truth brought them into difficulty.
One afternoon, in school, he obtained leave 
to speak about his lesson, and wentto his friend 
Henry. As he seated himsell at Henry’s desk, 
he was much amused, and almost laughed aloud, 
for he found him at work on a half of a cocoa- 
nut shell, cutting out eyes, nose, and mouth, 
and with ink representing hair, eye-brows, and 
huge whiskers, making on the whole, a most 
ludicrous figure. After some conversation about 
that and his lesson, hereturned to his seat.
At night the boys were playing round their 
school-house; and in the midst of their sport 
Henry produced this image,which brought forth 
a shout of laughter from all, and much praise 
of his ingenuity and skill. Within an hour the 
boys dispersed, and James, Henry, and two oth­
ers, walked together for some distance, till they 
came to a Jane where James left them. As he 
turned round the corner he heard one of them 
say, in a loud tone, “Oh, Henry, I’Jl tell you 
what we will do with this,—’tis an excellent 
plan; to-morrow morning—”
This was all that James heard; and as he 
walked on, he wondered what the plan could 
be.
The next morning, on his way to school, he 
was thinking of the same thing; and as he turn­
ed the corner of the lane, which brought the 
school-house to view, he saw one of the boys 
put his head from the door, and look towards 
him ; he immediately went in again; but soon 
another came, and another, as though they were 
anxiously expecting some one. James suspect- 
ed that they were engaged in some frolic; and, 
when within five rods of the house, a hoy’s 
head again appeared ut the door, anil was in­
stantly withdrawn, with the exclamation, “He 
is coming! he is corning!” which was repeated 
bya dozen voices in the room, and, imme­
diately followed by a noisy scampering, jumping 
from desks, overturning of benches, and the 
rushing of twenty boys from the door, who dis­
appeared behind the school-house. James look­
ed round, and saw the master coming. He 
then ran hastily after the boys; and as he ap­
proached them he heard one, “Now, don't let 
any of us tell who did it; don’t say a word about 
it.”
“Tell! no, indeed,” said an older boy, “who 
do you think would be such a fool as to tell?'
“What is the fun now?” said James; but every 
one was so much engaged that he took no notice 
of him; and the only answer he could get was, 
“You will see soon. ’
ihe boys went tardily into school; some in a 
grave and sober manner,others vainly trying to 
conceal their glee, while the more innocent 
wore an open laughing countenance. As James 
^asHo-iking round the room to learn the cause 
6. - eyes fell upon the stove-pipe, where
he saw Henry s ludicrous image grinning at the 
whole school. The master noticed the disturb­
ance, saw the cause of it, and placed it in his 
desk. He appeared displeased, hut said nothing 
about it tUl night, when he stopped the school.
“Boys,” said he, “I wish to know something 
about this mask, which produced so much dis­
turbance this morning. Whoever hung it up 
did wrong; and he knew that it was wrong.-— 
His object was to draw yourattention from your 
studies, and thus to promote disorder: and he 
deserves to 'be punished. Now the course 1 
shall pursue is this? if I can learn who did it, 1 
shall punish him severely, for he deserves it; he 
undoubtedly did this for the sake of making dis­
turbance, and interrupting the regular business 
of the school. And this thing ought not to 
pass by unnoticed; some one is much to blame. 
I like to see you happy and enjoying your sports 
but not when it is time for study. I wish the 
boy who did it wouid rise.”
e a.m°rnent, but no one rose. He
uftll’v’in' r*. V» n°T Allest*°n you all itlllivill- 
"a y In regard to it; but tear that tome of you 
will lie about it. I am afraid e y(I do not think that all £‘1 ,!m° of
that same ofyou will say that you kJow™oS 
about it, when you do! that you did not do it
yourself, when you • did. Now, I wish you to 
consider beforehand what it is to lie; remember 
that God has forbidden it, and that he is pre­
sent and will know all you say.”
He then began at one of the desks, with a 
large boy: “John, you may rise.” He rose.
“Did you hang that up, John?” “No, Sir, 
“Do you know who did?” “No, Sir. Did 
you make it?” “No; Sir.” “Do you know any 
thing about it?” “No, Sir.”
He questioned several in the same manner, 
nho gave similar answers, and soon he came to 
Joseph. „
“Joseph, did you make that? “No, Sir. — 
“Do vou know who did?” “No, Sir, said he, 
hesitatingly. ‘‘Do you know who hung it up? 
“No, Sir,” said he, coloring deeply. “Well, 
do you know any thing about it whatever? — 
“No, Sir; I don’t know that I do,” said he, col­
oring still more deeply. “Oh, Joseph, I am 
sorrow to see that; I do not believe you have 
told the truth, but I will not press you further. 
He then questioned several others; and came 
to James.
“James, you may rise.” “Did you make that 
Janies?” “No, Sir.” “Did you hang it up?” 
“No, Sir.” “Do you know who did?” “No, 
Sir.” “Do you know who made it ?” “Yes; 
Sir.” “Who?” “Henry.” “Do you not know 
who hung it up?” “No, Sir.” “That is suf­
ficient.”
“You made that, Henry, did you not? “Yes, 
Sir.” “Did you hang it up?” “No, Sir.”— 
“Who did?” “Joseph.”
“You may rise, Joseph. Did you not tell me 
just now, Joseph, that you did not?” “The 
boys told me to hang it up.” “Well, you told 
me just now that you did not do it; did you not?.” 
“Yes, Sir.” “And you said that you did not do 
it when you did.” “Well, all the boys agreed 
not to tell.” «
“Oh, Joseph, why have you done so? you 
have told a lie; you have lied before God; and 
that, too, merely because you were afraid of the 
boys. zYfraid of the hoys! Think of it, Joseph; 
you have dared to violate a command of God, 
and tell a lie, merely because you were afraid 
to be laughed at for telling the truth. Oh, Jos­
eph, I am sorry to see this. I shall punish you 
for hanging up the mask: hut as to the lie you 
must settle that with God:”
“He then, before them all, punished Joseph 
for his act of disorder; afterwards he closed the 
school, as usual, by prayer, and dismissed it.— 
Although the boys were somewhat sobered by 
what had been done and said, yet the impres­
sion was but feeble; and as they crowded lei­
surely into the entry, and issued from the door, 
they in various ways, gave vent to their indig­
nation at James for telling. As James stooped 
in the entry to pickup his hat, one boy kicked 
it, and another gave him a punch in the side ; 
and as they came upon the grass-plot before the 
school-house, one said, in a tone so low that the 
master could not hear, “Before I'd be so mean 
as that!”
“That’s pretty well, pretty well, Jim!” said 
another.
“A sneaking tell-tale!” said a third.
“Good little James, good little James! always 
tell the truth, and the master will love you; and 
when the school is done you shall have the re­
ward.”
“Little favorite!” 6aid another.
In a moment the master passed out and went 
home; when the boys began to express their 
opinion more freely, and James also to defend 
himself.
“Why are you so angry with me?” said he, 
“you are flaming mad; and I want to know if I 
deserve it.”
“Deserve it! yes ;you ought to be flogged.”
“Flogged for telling the truth?”
“No; hut for being a tell-tale.”
“I only told the truth when I was asked.”
“Ha!” laughed a little wicked, ragged boy, 
“I’d as lief tell a lie as not, if I knew I should 
not be flogged for it.”
“So had I,”—“And I,”—“And I,” said a 
dozen ofthem.
“Well, I had not; I believe it is wrong to 
lie.” _
“Why; what is the harm in it, if you are not 
found out? nobody will know it.”
“Nobody know it! Where in the world have 
you been living all your days, Bill? Have you 
never been to the Sunday-school? Will not 
God know it?”
The boys all stood still; and made no reply; 
tor they could not answer that question without 
condemning themselves.
At length that little wicked, ragged boy spoke 
again, saying, “I wouldn’t he a tell-tale at any 
rate.”
“Now, Joseph,” said James, “I appeal to you- 
You were punished and it was because I told 
the truth: and I will let you judge whether I 
did right or wrong. The case was this; some 
of us were guilty of hanging up that mask this 
morning, and the master wished to learn who 
did it. He asked us all in regard to it; he ask­
ed me, and said,‘Do you know who made it?” 
I did know; and could I say I did not? I be­
lieve there is a God, and that he will one day 
call you and me and all of us to account for 
our conduct, and that he has forbidden lying. 
Now, how could I, under those circumstances, 
tell a lie—say that I did not know, when I did ? 
I appeal to your own conscience, did I not do 
right to tell the truth? You told a lie—a de­
liberate lie, and how do you feel now? What 
does conscience say? Frank, too, told a lie,— 
a little fellow blushing up to his very ears: I 
should—”
“I didn’t blush; I didn’t, I know I didn’t,” 
cried, Frank, slinking behind the others.
“Now, Joseph, ought I to have told a lie, or 
to have told the truth as I did?”
“I do not suppose you ought to tell a lie; but 
I don’t think you ought to bring a flogging upon 
a school-fellow in this way.”
“I was sorry that you should be punished : 
out I could not lie to prevent it. I will tell you 
w at I intend to do. You know already from 
wiat I have just said how I feel in regard to 
bod, and my accountability to him; and I in­
tend always to speak the truth. I suppose that 
many of you will be angry with me, and call 
me a tell-tale and all kinds of names; but that I 
shall not mind. I shall be sorry, indeed, for I 
wish your friendship very much; but I cannot 
lie to obtain it- So long as you only call me 
names, I shall bear it patiently; but I will not 
be thumped about by any of you. To-night 
one ofyou kicked my hat, and another punched 
me in my side; that is all well, and is forgiven;
but I shall not suffer any thing more of this kind. 
I shall certainly flog the hist one who does it ,- 
I can do it: and 1 will. And I believe it is right 
I believe God will allow me to defend myself, 
if necessary, when I do my duty. This is what 
I shall do. I shall tell the truth; and if you are 
angry with me I shall be sorry, and bear it pa­
tiently, so long as you do not abuse me; but 
the moment you do any thing of that kind, I 
will surely flog you.
So saying, he turned away from them all, and 
walked home—London Family Magazine.
education.
From the Foreign Quarterly Review.
EDUCATION IN LOMBARDY. 
Notwithstanding the accusations of the liber­
al journals, (says M. Valery,) the absolute gov­
ernment of Austria is not fond of darkness.—
The Austrian empire is one of the countries of 
Europe in which popular education is most en­
couraged—p. 155. M. Dupin had already ac­
knowledged this in 1827, in his Forces produc 
trices de la France-, hut M. Valery has been the 
first to make known the application of the Aus 
trian system of universal education to Lombar­
dy. None of the travellers who have preceded 
him seem to have noticed the subject. The 
Austrian system of popular education resem­
bles in its main features that of the Prussian 
states, which has been so fully described by 
Victor Cousin, in his excellent “Report on the 
State of Public Instruction in Prussia.” There 
are too classes of elementary schools in Lom­
bardy, minor and upper ones. The minor ele­
mentary schools are established in every com 
mune or village, and, where the commune is 
too small or too poor, two are united for the 
purpose of supporting one school between them.
The school is supported at the expense of the 
commune, which, however, if poor, is assisted 
by the treasury. The schoolmasters have a 
fixed salary of from two hundred and fifty to 
four hundred Austrian livres. They must have 
attended the lessons on method or pedagogy in 
one of the normal schools, and have a certifi­
cate that they are qualified for teaching. All 
children, from the age of six to twelve, of each 
commune or parish are obliged to attend the 
schools, unless prevented by illness. The rec­
tor and the inspector of the district are answer- 
able for the fulfilment of this regulation. Poor 
children have their books supplied from the 
scholastic fund. The minor elementary schools 
have tWO classes, consisting of reading, writing, 
arithmetic and religious instruction. A third 
class is also very generally added, which in­
cludes Italian grammar, calligraphy, epistolary 
composition, the first rudiments of Latin, the 
History of the Bible, and the expounding of 
the lessons of the Gospel, which occurs on Sun­
days and other festivals. The upper elementa­
ry schools are established in the towns, and are 
supported by the public treasury. They con­
sist of four classes, the highest being devoted 
to the elements of mathematics, geometry ap­
plied to the arts, drawing, architecture, me­
chanics, geography, and physics. Religious 
and moral instruction forms part of every week’s 
studies. In the schools of the chief towns 
there is a fifth class for history, the theory of 
commerce, boox-keeping, chemistry, and the 
French, German, and English languages.
The schools for girls consist of three classes, 
and the instruction is adapted to the occupa­
tions and pursuits of their sex. Excellent mo­
ral and sanitary regulations are enforced in all 
these schools. All corporal punishment is 
strictly forbidden; cleanliness and health are 
especially attended to; and habits of sincerity, 
cordiality, and propriety are sedulously incul­
cated among the children.
This vast system of popular instruction ex­
cited the alarm of some positive minds among 
the natives themselves. Some noblemen of 
Milan remonstrated with the emperor, saying 
that, with so many schools, Lombardy was a lost 
country. Francis, however, persisted ; he him­
self examined in his cabinet the reports of the 
different school inspectors; no prince, since 
the time of Dionysius, has paid so much at­
tention to schools, but this is assuredly the on­
ly point of resemblance between a monarch 
who is so honest a man, and the tyrant of Syra­
cuse.
We have other evidences as to the beneficial 
results of the system. Not only have heinous 
crimes, such as murders, robberies, and thefts, 
rapidly decreased, which may be the result al­
so of peace, general security, and the vigilance 
of the police, hut we find several Italian philan­
thropists and economists, Aporti, Sacchi, Serris- 
tori,&c. expatiating on the good effects of popu­
lar education in Lombardy. The testimony of 
Aporti is most favourable. In his “Relazione 
sulle scuole di Lombardia e specialmente sulle scu- 
o/e injantili," he dwells especially on the habits 
of order, propriety, and self-control to which 
young people have become accustomed, and 
to the kind social feelings which they derive 
from their common, education, in which rich 
and poor are mixed together without distinc­
tion. The clergy of Lombardy seem to have 
entered into their part of the task with sincerity 
and zeal.
The elementary schools were first established 
in 1821 and the minor or communal ones in the 
following year. In ten years afterward, 1832, 
there were in the nine provinces of Lombardy, 
containing 2,233 communes,2,336 boys’schools, 
attended by 54,640 pupils, to which, if we add 
those children who are taught in the private 
schools, in the holyday schools, asylums, and 
other charitable establishments, they make alto­
gether about 189,000 children of both sexes, 
between six and twelve years of age, receiving 
instructional a time, out of a population of 2,- 
379.000 inhabitants. The expense of the ele 
mentary schools amounted, for 1832, to about 
3,825,000 livres, of which two-thirds are de­
frayed by the treasury, and one-third by the 
communes. It was calculated that more.than 
half a million of pupils, or nearly one-fourth of sma" 
the existing population, had received their edu­
cation at the schools from their first institution.
Of the Venetian provinces, which have a pop­
ulation of 1,900,000, we have not seen the re- 
'ater than the year 1826, when there were 
,'l « schools, attended by 62,341 children.— 
ie number, of course, must have increased in 
proportion since. “Ten or twelve years ago,” 
says Aporti, “there were hardly any mistresses 
in Lombardy qualified to keep girls’ schools, 
except in the monasteries, whereas now there
are 1,100 well-qualified school mistresses. — 
The impulses being thus given, infant schools 
have been established, as well as holyday 
schools, and schools of industry for artisans in 
various towns. In the province of Cremona 
alone, there were, in 1833, filty-nine holyday 
schools, many of which were attended by grown 
up persons who had not had the advantage of 
elementary education. An account of the 
schools in the city of Malin is given by Sacchi 
in his Quadro Statistico degli Institute di publica 
benejicenza di Milano negli anni 1830, 1831.— 
Cath. Herald.
MISCELLANY.
Compression of the Body.—Dr. Todd who was the 
late principal of the retreat for the insane in Conn., gives 
many instances of the distressing effects on the brain, in 
consequence of obstructing free circulation by compressing 
the body. The following extracts are from a satirical address 
on tight lacing which this gentleman delivered to the pupils 
of a large female seminary:
“The whole course of your studies, my dear young ladies 
conspires to impress you with reverence for antiquity.— 
Especially do you turn to Greece, for the purest models in 
the tine arts and the loftiest precepts of philosophy’. While 
sitting as disciples at the feet of her men of august wiind, 
you may have sometimes doubted, how to balance or where 
to bestow your admiration. Permit i e to suppose that the 
high toned ethics of the stoics, and their elevation of mind, 
which could teach its trail companion, the body, the proud 
lesson of insensibility to pain, has won your peculiar compla­
cence. Yet while meting out to them the full measure 
of your applause—have you ever recollected that modern 
times, that your country came in competition for a share 
of fame? Has it occurred to you, that your own sex, even 
the most delicate, and tender part of it, exceeded the an­
cient stoics in the voluntary infliction of pain, and extinc­
tion of pity. Yes, some of the timid and beautiful mem­
bers of this seminary, may enter the lists with Zeno, Cle- 
anthusand Chrysippus, and cherish no slight hope of vic­
tory. 1 trust to prove to you that the ancient and sublime 
stoics were very tyros in comparison of many a lady of 
our own times. In degree of suffering in extent of endur­
ance, and in perfection of concealment, they must yield the 
palm. I do assure you that its most illustrious masters, 
fruitful as they were in tests to try the body, never invented 
imagined or would have been able to sustain that torture 
ot tight lacing which the modern belle steadily inflicts with­
out shrinking, and bears without repining, sometimes to 
her very grave. True, they might sometimes have broken 
a bone, or plucked out an eye and been silent. But they 
never grappled iron and whalebone into the very nerves and 
life-blood of their system. They might possibly have 
passed a dagger too deeply in the heart, and died—but 
they never drew a ligature of suffocation around it, and 
expected to live. They never tied up the mouths of the 
millions of air vessels in the lungs, and then taxed them to 
the full measure of action and respiration. Even Pharaoh 
only demanded brick without straw for a short lime, but 
the fashionable lady asks to live without breathing for many 
years.-— Cin. Jour,
Anecdote of Erasmus—It is related of this celebrated 
character, that having crossed the water to visit a certain 
Abbot, they conversed on the doctrine of Tramubstantia- 
tion; when the latter made use of the following expression 
respecting the eating of the realflesh of the Saviour in the 
eucharist: ‘Crede quod edis, et edis”—Believe that you eat 
it, and you do eat it.
Upon taking leave, Erasmus borrowed a horse of llie 
Abbot, to convey him to the sea shore; but instead of re­
turning the animal, he took him on board the vessel, and 
sent to his owner the following Latin doggerel :
“Tu meministi,
Quod nuper scripsisti 
De corpore Christi,
•Crede quod edis, et edis,’ ”
Nunc tibi rescribo 
De tuo palfrido—
Crede quod babes, et babes.
TRANSLATION.
About the Saviour’s flesh, you know,
You wrote not very long ago,
“You eat, if you believe you do.”
Now I write back without remorse ;
Believe that I’ve returned your horse;
You’ll find he is returned of course.
[Boston Courier.
New Theory of the Aurora__ Sir John Ross’s new
theory of the Aurora Borealis was brought forward at the 
last meeting of the British Association. It was not gen­
erally, we believe, considered satisfactory ; as however, he 
had undoubtedly peculiar advantages for observing this 
beautiful phenomenon, we think it well to give an outline 
of it:—As the expedition which I commanded in 1818 did 
not winter in the Arctic Regions, my observations during 
that voyage were confined to the months of September and 
October, during which time the ships were moving in a 
southerly direction from the latitude of 74 to 58 north when 
it was observed, that from the latitude of 74 to 68, the 
phenomenon was seen to the southward, particularly at 
midnight; but when the ship had passed to the southward 
of the latitude of 66, it was seen to the northward. In 
several instances the Aurora was distinctly observed to be 
between the two ships and icebergs; proving unquestiona­
bly that it could not be at that time beyond the atmosphere 
and the earth —This indeed was the only fact which I 
completely established during that voyage, but which was a 
conclusion that led me to inquire how its proximity to the 
earth was to be accounted for. Both at my observatory in 
Scotland, and during my late and long protracted residence 
in the Arctic regions, my attention has been particularly- 
attracted to this interesting subject, and my conclusions are 
that the splendid phenomenon, called the Aurora, is en­
tirely occasioned by the action of the sun’s rays upon the 
vast body of icy and snowy plains and mountains which 
surround the poles. The rays of the sun, in the first in­
stance, are reflected, from uneven,plain,or variegated sur­
faces, of the coloured, icy, or snow clad substances, which 
are presented to them at thepoint of incidence by the rota­
tion of the earth, and passing over the poles, reach and il­
luminate clouds which are only rendered visible to us by 
such illumination. These clouds, having positive negative 
and reflecting qualities, possess the power of producing all 
the surprising effects which have been observed by distri­
buting the rays they have received; and as they receive them 
in every direction, and according to the state of the at­
mosphere, give additional variety to the original colours as 
reflected from the point of incidence; and further, if due 
regard is paid to the properties of light, its connexion both 
with magnetism and electricity may be satisfactorily ex­
plained. —Presbyterian.
SWITZERLAND.
1 he morning of the 30th of May my companion and 
myself left Domo d’Ossola, a small town in Piedmont at 
the foot of the Alps, about to realize our indulged desires 
to witness some of tiie grandest works of nature. We 
were to cross over a road which deserves being numbered 
as the eighth wonder of the world. Our previous day’s 
journey had given wing to our curiosity—before not a little 
excited. We had left the rich plains of Lombardy, covered
with all the luxuriance and bloom of a genial spring;_
passed along the margin of Lago Maggiore, surrounded bv 
the rich scenery, and decorated with the lovely Borromeaii 
Islands; and just begun to penetrate the wild and broken 
scenery of the lower Alps. The numerous beds of granite, 
the rapid streams, the bold and rugged cliffs, gave us timely 
warning of our approach to something more bold and <rrand 
and terrific. *
The road by which we were to cross the Alps was the
famous Simplon road,—built by Napoleon, in 1801_ 5 at
the expense of the French and Italian governments. On 
the Italian side it follows the course of the Simplon, a 
ll stream which runs into the Vedro. The road’ is 
about twenty-five feet in breadth. The ascent is very 
moderate—never exceeding one foot in thirty. It js admi. 
rahly sheltered in those parts from cascades, avalanches and" 
winds. The Swiss side is kept in good order- The Sar 
dinian government, we were told, does nothing to keen it 
in repair. Of course, on the southern side it is fast gointz 
and unless something be soon done, must ere lon|to ruin
be impassable.
The ram had been falling almost incessantly for the last 
two days, and we were expecting to see the Alps in their 
most terrific and impressive appearances; but our anticipa- 
lions were far exceeded by the reality. The mountain tor­
rents, swollen by the rams, were pouring down on every 
side; some from such vast heights as to Teach the ground
in almost impel ceptib .Ie vapour; some hugging close to the 
rock as they descended, resembled streams of silver gliding 
down the mountains; others were leaping fitfully an(j feart 
fully from rock to rock—darting out the wfite spray ia- 
fantastic forms ever varying; others still were falling in' 
unbroken sheets d wn ifniwense precipices. Some fell upon 
elevated parts of the mountains, and having been lost to 
the sight for a few moments', again appeared in the form of 
foaming torrents. Others fell into wells, dug for the pur­
pose beside the road; and others into deep and frightful 
chasms. In one place the entire waters of the Vedro dis- 
charged themselves in one solid column into a deep abyss, 
from which the spray was thrown up above Bn hundred 
feet. No one could have ever crossed the Alps under cir­
cumstances more favorable for observing this interesting 
feature of Alpine scenery, whether the numbei of cascades 
or the quantity of water be regarded. Ihe road passes 
through scenery of the boldest and grandest description. 
Mountains rising precipitously to the skies overhang it on 
either hand. Deep and awful chasms, into which apparent­
ly but a slight misstep would precipitate the awe-struck 
traveller, extend along its side. It passes through long 
grottos of solid granite; over bridges elevated on high 
arches across torrents that roar with tile voice of thunder 
below ; causeways that are built up hundreds of feet from 
the foundation ; immense beds of snow and ice that sum­
mer’s heat never dissolves; piles of rubbish and debris that 
point out the course of some destructive avalanche; through 
galleries that run one above another backwards and for­
wards, making steep and precipitous mountains of gentle 
ascent; by refuges erected here and there along the road, 
reminding the traveller .of the dangers that may be en­
countered on his way.
After having passed through the wildest and boldest parts 
of the road, in the midst of an almost incessant rain, which, 
however, far from lessening, only added to the terrific gran­
deur of the scenery, we arrived at the village of the Sim­
plon, near the summit of this part of the Alps, at half past 
eleven. This village is situated 4550 feet above the level 
of the sea, about four miles south ot the highest point of 
the road. Deeply engraved on my memory are tiie sensa­
tions with which I entered the lonely hotel at this place ; 
and none but he who has been exposed to the damp walls, 
tile floors, dark fiithy rooms, and otherwise comfortless 
dwellings of Italy, its oppressed, ignorant, superstitious in­
habitants, its pests of custom-house officers, police men, 
and beggars, can in any degree conceive them. I was 
standing on a wooden floor beside a warm stove. Neatness 
and comfort appeared every where around me. I was in 
Switzerland—bad left the land of vice, ignorance, super­
stition, beggary—and entered the land of freedom, intelli­
gence, virtue, and true religion. A last, a glad farewell I 
gave to Italy; to Italy with all her noble monuments of 
past ages, her rich treasures of art and science, her sunny 
climes, her deep blue sky and verdant plains. A first, a 
j'oyful welcome I gave to the land of the Swiss, and gave 
thanks to a kind Piovidence that had guided my steps 
thither__ Religious Int.
Stirring the soil in drought.—Some entertain an idea 
that it is injurious to stir the soil when it is dry and the 
plants are suffering for want of rain. The error of this 
supposition is well exposed in an article written by the 
Hon. J. Lowell, headed, ‘Stirring the earth a relief against 
drought.' republished from the Massachusetts Agricultural 
Repository in the New England Farmer, v'ol. xi. p. 92.— 
The following is an extract:
‘In this extraordinary (very dry) season, I had a small 
patch of early potatoes, planted in a warm and sandy soil, 
purposely to procure an early crop; the soil was, at least, 
three quarters pure sand, mixed with some food for plants 
among the sand. The severe drought threatened a total 
loss of the crop. The potatoe stalks were feeble drawn up, 
scarcely larger than goose quills, and I expected every day 
to see them wither; all hopes of a crop were abandoned.—
I thought they were the fair subjects of a desperate experi­
ment. On one of tiie hottest and driest days, 1 gave them 
a thorough ploughing, passing the plough four times 
through each row; first ploughing two furrows from the 
hills, as near the roots as possible without throwing out the 
seed potatoes, and then returning the loam or earth in­
stantly back by two other furrows. No rain intervened 
for ten days. In three days after the potatoes changed 
their color, they started afresh as if they had received 
the benefit of ample showers, while not a drop of rain had 
fallen.
‘The dews, which were abundant, settled upon the new 
turned earth, while before the ploughing no moisture had 
been apparent.
‘The last fact, though it cannot have escaped the notice 
of the most careless cultivator, has not been as yet explain­
ed. We can easily s ee that a soil rendered porous would 
more readily and easily convey its moisture to the-coir. It 
becomes like a sponge, and is readily permeable, or rather 
readily permits the moisture to pass between the particles. 
But it is not yet understood why it attracts the moisture. 
Perhaps, however, it may be owing to its presenting a much 
greater surface to the moist air,of the night. The fact, 
however, which is what most concerns us, is settled. Per­
haps some ot the experiments of our distinguished country­
man Dr. Wells, a physician of London, who rendered him­
self distinguished by his remarks on dew, may tend to ex­
plain this fact, though it is not my purpose to examine the 
theory.
‘Every man who feels an interest in the question can sa­
tisfy himself at once by stirring a small piece of earth in a 
time of severe drought and if he does not find it in the 
morning more filled with moisture than the undisturbed 
ground in its vicinity, let him continue an unbeliever,— 
Chr. Intelligencer.
Destruction of the Pyramids__ The Pasha, as if he
had not done enough already for immortality, has given 
orders that one of the pyramids of Geasa shall be pulled 
down in order to furnish stones for the Barage. This only 
was wanting to consummate his glory. The fame of him 
“who fired the Ephesian dome” will sink into obscurity 
before the lustre of his achievement. Old Cheops must 
yield to Mehemet Ali—he who has stood on the rock of 
ages, the wonder of the world, who has seen barbarism and 
civilization alike respect him, must at length give way to 
the spirit of thrift, and bow his lofty head at°the foot of 
this modern Attila--- Extract of a Letter from Egyjyf.
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